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University of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211
October 27, 1988

Since 1908

ARA reviewed
Timothy Rohde
News Editor

Editor's note: With the recent decision to contract Dining Services many
students are wondering what type of
changesARA will bring. Thefollowing article outlining· the ARA proposal was originally printed in the
Sept. 15 issue ofThe Pacifican.
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ARA Service Management Company is a privately held company
with over $4 billion in accounts
worldwide; the Campus Dining Services segment of the company works
with over $300 million in campus
diniqg nationwide. They catered the
Olympic games for the last 20 years.
Locally they contract food service
for both Dameron and St. Joseph's
hospitals.
According to the proposal, food
selection in the dining halls would
stay pretty much the same if UOP
chose to contract with the company.
The tradition of barbecues, theme
dinners, and picnics would be continued. Breakfast would be a full
meal all week and would feature a
waffle bar. A ''Treat YourselfRight"
nutritional program would be available for interested students, as well
as fully and semi-vegetarian meals.
The biggest changes would take
place in the carnpusrestaurar1ts. The
Rathskeller would be remodeled, with
the plans to open it up into the patio
for nighttime shows. A new menu

would feature continental breakfasts,
a New York style deli, and grilled
foods. A pizza service would also be
run from the Rat which would feature both eat-in and delivery options. The Summit and the Redwood
Room would switch places and would
both be remodeled as well. The
Summit would be a type of "food
court" similar to what is found in
shopping malls, with little individual areas specializing in different
types of food. The Redwood Room
buffet would be expanded to include
hot entrees and carved meats.
Mobile carts would pop up around
campus, selling drinks in the parking lots and food in different locations, including the School of Pharmacy.
A "Because We Care" network
would be established where parents
could send food to their children,
and friends could have food delivered to each other.
The Pacific Express plan currently
used at the campus restaurants and
the ASUOP Grocery Store would be
kept. Purchase of a meal plan would
also include a free bonusofan undisclosed amount of free money on a
student's Pacific Express account.
ARA would base choices of theme
meals and services on student inpuL
Should a contract with ARA be
ompletOO, commit.teeof tudent
will be elected to advise ARA officials and help them plan menus,
(see ARA, page 10)

lovnick to be
Business Dean Putnam leads Pacific faithful..
"To me, religion is 'What should I do with my life?"'

The appointment of Dr. MarkS.
Plovnick as Dean of the School of
Business and Public Administration
II UOP was announced Tuesday by
President Bill L. Atchley.
Cwrently, Plovnick serves as AsIOCiate Dean of the Graduate School
of Management at Clark University
in Won:hester, Massachusetts. Prerious to his tenure at Clark, Plovnick
keld appointments at the University
of Massachusetts, Boston Univer~ty. and Harvard University. He
Jeceived his Ph.D. from the Massac~uset~ Institute ofTechnology and
did his undergraduate work at Union
College in Schenectady, New York.
Plovnick was selected from a field
Of finalists during the SBPA dean's
learch last spring. Following a visit

to UOP in April, he was offered the
position, but declined at that time
due to previous commitments. This
fall, Plovnick was able to reconsider
and accept the appointment.
The selection of Plovnick follows a
year-long national search under the
leadership of Conservatory Dean Carl
Nosse. In his announcement of
Plovnick's appointment, President
Atchley commended the work of the
search committee, as well as the
service of SBPA Acting Dean Tom
Kail. "I am very grateful to Dean
Kail for his strong and effective
leadership ... for the past year and a
half," Atchley said.
Plovinck is expected to assume his
duties as dean soon after the first of
the year.

,..

Alumni recognized
Three University of the Pacific
alumni were recognized for their
~Stinguished service to society durIng the University's Homecoming
All-Alumni Awards Luncheon on
Saturday, Oct. 15.
llarriet "Tasha" Stadtner was honOred as the Distinguished Alumna
fOr Service to the University, Terry
Maple was cited as the Distinguished
t Alumnus for Public Service, and
George Bralye was recognized as
lhe Distinguished Alumnus for Professional Service.
S~tner, a 1941 graduate, has served
'Nith the Associates of the UniverSity of the Pacific Libraries since
1980. She actively participated on a
committee which helped plan the
construction of the William Knox
liolt Library. She has continued to
~lhfully serve and promote the.UOP
hbranes over the years.
As director of Zoo Atlanta, Maple
Oversees a $25 million redeveloplllent plan. Maple, a 1968 UOP

graduate, has guided the zoo through
times oflimited budgets, poor facilities and animal deaths to a new era
of acceptance as one of the finest
zoos in the country. In addition,
Maple teaches part-time for the
Georgia Institute of Technology.
Bratye, along with other classmates
who graduated from the College of
the Pacific in 1938, celebrated the
50th anniversary of his graduation
during Homecoming festivities.
Currently, Bralye operates as a private consultant for the heavy construction industry -- an industry he
has worked in for 50 years. His
career includes 20 years in the field,
16 years on home office staff, seven
years in overseas project management and seven years in construction claims and arbitrations. He has
directed several important projects,
_includin~ the $20 billion Jubail Industrial City construction in Saudi
Arabia.

UOP Chaplain Gary Putnam

Kim Austin
Staff Writer

The Reverend Dr. Gary B. Putnam
is more than the University Chaplain. He is a minister, a counselor, a
teacher, a resource, an administrator, a liaison, and much more.
Putnam chose to go into campus
ministry rather than a parish because
of the "University being a place where
people are making major life decisions .. . they are making choices
about life valuts, friends, colleagues,
spouses, vocations." He believes that
"the Christian faith is relevant to life
and [it] needs to be where life questions are being dealt with." He had

originally intended to serve for two
years as a campus minister -- that
was almost 25 years ago. What he
likes about being on a college campus is the vitality and energy level of
the students and people on campus.
Many students are unaware of the
scope of Putnam's role on campus.
He serves as a minister-- celebrating
worship, counseling and teaching, a
resource to the StudentAdvisingand
Resident Assistant programs, an
administrator overseeing Morris
Chapel, and a liaison between the
University and churches of California.
In his counseling role he assists
people with personal as well as reli-

gious needs. "When people are dealday Symposium on Feb. 10.
ing with issues or questions that are
Putnam's world view is based on
wearing them down, need another
peace and the power of the people.
perspective or help to understand
He sees the greatest issue in the
themselves more fully, I will be there
world as the need for peace. "Peace"
while they figure out who they are,"
to him is not just the absence of
said Putnam. He stresses that the
conflict but in the biblical sense of
role of a counselor is not necessarily
wholeness, completeness and secuto advise but to serve as a presence
rity. It means a world with a sense of
that facilitates people "advising
justice where human rights are rethemselves."
spected.
"Many would assume I only do
He sees the most disturbing aspect
religious counseling," said Putnam.
of society today as the abuse of power.
"To me, religion is 'What should I
"Power is meant to serve humanity
do with life?' Depression [and] interrather than to oppress," he said.
personal relationships are religious
The most positive thing he sees in
issues." He stresses, with his natural
people is their capacity to transcend.
humor, that religious counseling is
"Through artistic expression persons
"not strictly a 'how do Baptists talk
are able to celebrate life," said Putnam.
to Lutherans?' kind of thing."
"In despairing situations, pcrsons have
Putnam has been at Pacific since
hope. In a strife-ridden world, people
1983. In that time he has developed
still work on behalf of peace. When
a reputation among students and staff
the world seems dark, people are
for his personality and humor. He
still giving birth -- the ultimate symbol
sees his humor as being more teasof hope ... it is as though humanity is
ing than anything else and suspects
ever-confident that the world will be
better."
that people "think this guy is a little
Various experiences in Putnam's
strange."
He regularly organizes softball
life have added to his knowledge
games between faculty members to
and depth of personality. For ten
promote a sense of community among
years he took students to work in
people from different departments
medical missions in Appalachia. He
in a fun environment. His humor is
took them to Knox County, Kenevident in the choice of team names
tucky, the second poorest county in
-- Legions of Light and Forces of
the United States. The students
worked with families of six to eight
Darkness -- and a poster he once
made for a game that read "Out of
people and several generations who
reverence for trees we wouldn't use
lived together in one room dwellwooden bats. Out of respect for alu(see PUTNAM, page 10)
minum ore we wouldn't hit the ball
very hard."
His outside interests include old
Across the Nation
3
(pre-1950) movies, of which he has
an extensive library and claims to be
Editorial
6
a movie trivia expert. He has a great
Entertainment
7
respect for Mark Twain and AbraFeature
8
ham Lincoln as writers and does
characterizations of them in which
International
4
he chooses excerpts from th(
ing as the script for his act.
The Pac i t i can
portray Abraham Lincoln at 1/. 7 9
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Center strengthens academtcs
(

notes, does the class readings, lllld
holds study sessions at the center fOr
students in the class to go over the
material. Before exams she leads
review sessions for the class.
The writing tutorial service is staffed •

Kim Austi~ .
Suff Writer

Free Legal Advice... ASUOP is now offering legal services. Robert
Slade, attorney from Stockton, will service the University students with
free legal advice on Wednesday evenings. The service, located in the
ASUOP office, would prefer appointments be made, but a drop-in time
is available between 7-7:30 p.m. Appointments may be made with the
ASUOP office at 946-2233.

Take Back The Night...Carol Bland, Channel3 news anchor, will
act as master of ceremonies for Stockton's third annual Take Back the
Night Rally and March tomorrow night. This year's event is in conjunction with National Safety on the Street Week. It will begin at 7:30p.m.
at Central United Methodist Church, 3700 Pacific Avenue, Stockton.
The rally will feature keynote speaker Carlos Provencio, Coordinator
for Project Bote. Pat Tinker, who participated in the first California Take
Back the Night in San Francisco in June, 1978, will give the inspirational
address. Robyn Lee, of the Women's Center and Dan Deneen, a counselor at the Council for the Spanish Speaking, will make personal
statements. The rally will also include the presentation of a proclamation
by City of Stockton representatives, music and a floral tribute to all those
whose lives have been touched by violence. Refreshments will be served
at the church following the march.
Take Back the Night is a national, state and local movement to create
awareness of the impact of violence and the threat of violence on our
lives, on our families and on our society. It is a symbolic statement
upholding the rights of women, men and children to safely walk the
streets of the community. For more information, call (209) 941-2611.

Summer Employment. ..Lawrence Livermore Lab is now accepting applications for its Summer Employment Program.
Each year the University of California's Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory offers summer research appointments to undergraduate students, graduate students and faculty members in a variety of areas, most
of which contribute directly of indirectly to the national defense.
The program permits summer employees to apply their academic background to practical research problems resulting in worthwhile work experience.
Science and Technology appointments are available in: Chemistry &
Materials Science, Physics, Environmental Research, Biomedicine Engineering, Technical Information, Computer Science and Earth Sci~nce.
F~r full consideratio~, applications must be submitted by Dec. 1. Applicauon packets are ava1lable thru Jo Wagner, Career Planning and Placement Center at Anderson Hall, upstairs from the President's office.

The Academic Skills Center, located in Wendell Phillips Center room
214, offers a variety of services to
students. The center is not exclusively remedial in nature, stresses
Marilyn Draheim, director of the
Center and Assistant Professor of
Education, but offers assistance in
upgrading and fine-tuning skills as
well as for specific situations. The
center draws freshmen to graduate
students from all of the schools.
There are several facets to the services offered by the center. It offers
classes, serves as a walk-in/drop-in
center, has a writing tutorial service,
puts on mini-courses and provides
supplemental instruction.
The classes being offered through
the center next semester are: Writing from Cultural Perspectives (3
units), Basic Writing (3), Writing
for College (3), Reading for College
(2), Reading Efficiency Development (2), Study Efficiency (2), Individually Prescribed Study (1-3), and
a special topic course called Strategies of Learning (1).
Writing courses are designed to
fulfill the General Education competency requirement. The reading
classes are on two levels. The second deals with increased efficiency
for students who already have good
comprehension skills. The Study
Efficiency class presents a variety of
study and test-taking strategies as
well as topics related to self-concept
on the premise that students with a
better self-understanding do better

Carolyn Clark, Academic Skills aide, helps Marvin Williams with his
studies.
Advisors under the direction of the
academically.
center. The topics offer this semesAs a walk-in/drop-in center, they
ter were: Listening and Notetaking,
offer assistance in regard to specific
How
to Study Math, Time Managequestions or problems a student may
ment,
How to Study Biology, Term
have in relation to things such as
Papers,
Exam Taking, how to Study
study stratc-gies, test taking, test
~hysics, Motivation/Concentration,
preparation or how to improve on
and How to Study General Chemisessay tests. Students can go to the
try. Mini-courses are hour-long, onecenter just to study or to utilize the
time sessions offered in the evening
"self-help" library that has informaand open to any interested student.
tion on topics including reading
Another series of courses will be
development, study skills, and writoffered next seinester.
ing skills. They also have GRE and
This semester, supplemental instrucLSAT manuals that students can
tion has been offered for Cultural
borrow. They center also offers small
Anthropology. Gayle Wooley, a
group or individual study sessions
staff member who serves as a writfor the CBEST.
ing insttuctor, attends the class, takes
Mini-courses are taught by Student

Literary magazine
displays student s~ills
Thomas Mills
Slaff Writer

Films..•The Anderson Y Center is presenting a Thursday evening Fall
Film Festival. The purpose is to revive the Anderson Y Center tradition
of providing alternative and challenging points of view to UOP students,
faculty, staff and community members.
Each film will be held at the UOP-Anderson Y Center at 265 West
Knoles Way (across from Burns Tower), beginning at 7:00p.m., as
follows:
Thursday, Oct. 27:"Cry Freedom"
Thursday, Nov. 3:"Name of the Rose"
Thursday, Nov. 10:"9 1(1 Weeks"
The cost of admission is 25 cents per person and 10 cent refreshments
will be available. For more information, please contact Mike at 9510881, or Scott at the Anderson Y Center, (209) 946-2444.

Pumpkin Sale...Mortar Board will be selling pumpkins in theMcCaffrey Center today and tomorrow. The proceeds will be used to award a
scholarship to a UOP student

Freebies.••the Christian Science Monitor table will be on campus on
Tues. Nov. 1 and Wed. Nov. 2, from 10 am. to 2 p.m. in the McCaffrey
Center. Articles from Recent editons of the paper are categorized
according to topics of current interest. YOu may browse and help
yourself to materials for term papers or general information.

Stagg Awards...UOP alumni Frank Heath and Ben Parks were recipi-

ents ?f th~ Amos Alonzo Stagg Award during the Block P Society homecommg dinner, held at the Hilton Hotel on Friday, Oct. 14.
Af~r graduating from UOP in 1930, Heath undertook a 35 -year
teac~mg, coac~ing and administrative career at high schools in Ripon,
Coahnga, Clovts and Placerville. In the latter stages of his career Heath
helped establish public television station KVIE-Channel 6 in'Sacramento. He retired in 1965 and currently lives in Placerville.
~arks, a 195~ UOP graduate, taught and coached 10 years for Edison
Htgh School m Stockton and has continued in the same capacities at
Menlo-Atherton High School in Redwood City for the past 20 years.
Parks also volunteers pre-season U'a.ining assistance to members of the
Los Angeles Raiders, San Francisco 49ers and several other professional
football teams.
Sine~ its establishment. in 1981, the Amos Alonzo Stagg Award has
been g~ven ~ UOP.alumm who earned a varsity sports letter and laterrepresented the mtegnty and dedication personified by Amos Alonzo Stagg.

N~rse Ide Belle Graham checks the blood pressure of student Debbie
Dashman.

Rx for students
Robert Baxter
Staff Writer

Located across the Calaveras River
from main campus, the Cowell Student Health Center offers a vast
assortment of services to UOP students.
According to administrative director Romona Mann, "UOP has one of
the most unique health centers in the
country." The health center is open
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. "Few
colleges have this, except schools
like UCLA which have complete
hospital·programs located on campus."
The staff of the Health Center is an
important part of its effectiveness.
The center is staffed with registered
professional nurses. The nurses also

have specialized training in working
with young adults. "Our nurses are
trained to deal with typical college
illnesses such as mononucleosis and
stress," explained Mann.
In addition to the highly trained
nursing staff, the center offers 14
different medical clinics. Local
physicians working part-time offer
medical specialties including: general medicine, internal medicine,
podiatry, gynecology, dermatology,
orthopedics, and eyes. ears, nose and
throat
The Health Center served about
17,000 student visits last year. On
the average, the center sees 80 students a day. The Health Center also
has a staffed infirmity where student
can be cared for in a 24 hour setting.
(see Health, oage 10)

Calliope, according to the American Heritage Dictionary, is
1) a
musical instrument fitted with steam
whistles played from a keyboard. 2)
The muse of epic poetry. UOP defines Calliope as an annual literary
magazine published by the students
for the students. The Calliope is not
restricted to writing though. This
year's Calliope will consist of black
and white photos, sketches, short
stories, poems,prose, and one act
plays.
Editor in Chief Cheryl Zierman,
says that the Calliope will be "open
to both students and the community," for the first time. The Calliope
is also hoping to receive enough
financial support so that they may be
able to publish twice a year.
The Calliope began accepting submissions on Oct. 24 and anyone interested in having their work published
should inquire within the ASUOP
office. "Students who might not have
submitted anything a tall, anywhere,
are encouraged to submit more than
one piece of work," said Calliope
Advisor Scott Evans. The deadline
for fall submissions will be Dec. 9.
This year's Calliope will consist of
thirty-two pages. "We are planning
to have it ready to disperse in the
first week of April," said Zierman.
She also said that the Calliope staff
is "planning on having a public reading in order to celebrate the publication in April." Free copies of the
Calliope will be available in the
Philosophy Lounge, English Depart-

PORT RA::r .T

For Unique Gifts, Plaques,
Awards, & Engraving

Stenson's Inc.

ment, and possibly in the bookstort
The history of the Calliope is very
hazy. What is known is that ali~·
ary magazine has been on carnplll
since 1865. One theory is that the
name, Calliope, was the name of 1
writing club. Some feel that both the
magazine and the club merged ta
form the Calliope that is in existence
today. The actual history has~
been determined though.
This year's staff includes fourteen
members who review all thesubm~
sions and decide which ones to pub- I
lish. Because one fourth of the std
will be graduating at the end of the
year, students are encouraged toga
involved with the Calliope next -p
"We will be having staff applica·
Lions out next fall," says Zierman.
Zierman says, "I want to encour·
age everyone to submit literaturtl
and art work because we have 81
enthusiastic staff ready to prodUCt
an excellent publication this yez."
1
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MORRIS CHAPEL

Sunday
11:00 AM

Dr. Gary B. Putnam
Universny Chaplain
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*
*

s itting fee !
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Specializing in glassware and crystal.
Also available: Jewlery and Charms

Ths Perfec;t Gift!

Corner of Alpine and Pacific
Hours: 10-6 p.m. Weekdays
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466-0121
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.
C ente r
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We ser~e: Expresso, Cappuccino,
·
Croissants & Sandwiches

( 2 09 )
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~cross the nation
fampus news notes
~pile aids scare, students still practice unsafe se.

oEfJVER. (CPS)-- More evidence emerged last week that indicates that
~eAJDS

(acquired immune deficiency syndrome) scare has not markedly
~
changed students' sexual habits.
t;~ ~ore than 700,000 men aged 18 to 29 have had at least 10 sexual partners
t lcl to~fllt during the last y~ar, a .centers f?r ~isease ~ontrol (CDC) study found,
r0r~&l ~ ~ ! putting them at considerable nsk of gettmg AIDS or other sexually
. ~t~~ 'uansmitte~ diseas.es.
~, .
AIDS, a v~s wh1ch gatally destroys the body's immune system, is spread
ar ~Oft~~ bY contammated blood products, sharing hypodermic needles with inith~~t~~~. reeted people or by having sex with someone who is carrying the virus.
~': 'tl.~ &tt. 'fhere ~ave ~n about 70,000 reported AIDS cases in the United States.
• '1'ttS fot ·~also 'f}te disease s spread, of course, provoked a wave of efforts -- ranging
' 'ncl ~~ frOlll government panphlets se~t to ~very American home to the installa~"ellle~ ill uon of condom vendmg machmes m campus washrooms-- to persuade
• lllgin ~~~(( citizens to adopt ..safe sex" practices.
y
lf~~ 'f}te results of th~ efforts seem mixed. Some reports indicate students-~!bat lht ·
arelatively promiscuous sector of the population -- have changed their
h\t~ has sexual ~abi~, while.other~ indicate they haven't.
.. l 13 tiilh'ltor A. UJuvers1ty ofWtsconsm study conducted last year indicated that half
r.a a~ ~n~ ' tbe students at the Madison campus had changed their sexual behavior. A
lllg ~._e~. ~{arch poll conducted.by the Michigan State University campus paper, the
\iU ~ ~~~ State News, revealed the AIDS threat had moved almost three quarters of
t lrylO&etaddi. ~ tit the students there to make some changes in their sexual activities.
~ing '~~ But University of Texas researcher Dr. Scott Spear reported that students
. &ettiJ! ~~~ tit aren't heeding efforts to practice safe sex. And a 1987 survey of college
~~;('!()Jt:ba,.::Yili·ting~~!ein students by Blotnick Associates, a New York polling flrm, revealed that
\illllhe
only 6 percent of men think about AIDS before choosing sexual partners.
Jlrovi(!e Co.na,)~l The new CDC study, in fact, showed that "most Americans appear to be
that~}~ at relatively low risk of infection," Dr. William Darrow said in releasing
llity \1 ~ ~·e 1 the findings Sept. 24.
.
Is . tb~~; "However," Darrow added, "a s1zable percentage of young, never~ tn~l married men report more than 10 sexual partners in the past 12 months."
~~uu:su1~isa.bili1 ;~~
~ About 5 percent of all the young men questioned in the CDC survey
lh the
~ claimed they'd had more than 10 partners.

'-the

·

DENVER,(CPS) --As students start
to get their flrst grades of the year
back, concerns about posting grades
outside professor;;' offices or classrooms have arisen at the Universities of Houston and Nebraska.
Student politicians at Houston and
administrators at Nebraska say identifying the publically posted grades
with students' Social Security numbers may violate a privacy law.
At Nebraska, some professors are
now dropping the frrst five digits of
their sudents' Social Security numbers before posting grades, while
Houston's student government wants
students to be able to ask their professors not to post their grades at all.
Posting grades has gotten schools
into trouble before.
At the University of California at
Los Angeles, an economics professor was fired in 1981 for repeatedly
leaving graded tests on a table outside his office, a practice that violated federal law and university privacy policies.
It wasn 'tthe only time UCLA had

3
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problems maintaining student privacy. In 1980, a computer printout
with the names of students delinquent on their university loans was
left out in public in a campus building. Three months before, confidential records were left in the basement
of a residence hall. Also that year,
the Dean of Students Office was
blasted for using cards with students'
grade point averages as scratch paper.
In late September, 1988, moreover,
someone stole a list of all the foreign
students at Arizona State University
from theStudentLifeOffice.In July,
someone snatched a printout of AS U
students' names and used it to try to
sell furniture to the students listed on
it.
Letting such information out can
not only be embarrassing to students, but is illegal for administrators and professors.
The Buckley Ammendmentof1974
restricts the release of "personally
identifiable records or files" to anyone other than the appropriate school

officials without student con~ent
And while Leroy Rooker of Nebraska's Department of Education
says the law is unclear when applied
to Social Security numbers, the
department now wants school officials to use only the last four digits of
the number when posting grades.
"We haven't really addressed the
problem of using Social Security
numbers,"he said. "Who recognizes
a Social Security number besides
the person? It's so implausable that
it's never caused a problem."
No one has ever filed a complaint
against a school for posting a Social
Security number with a grade, Rooker
said, but that hasn't abated concern
at Houston and Nebraska.
At Houston, the school's legal
counsel advised campus officials in
July that posting grades with Social
Security numbers could violate students' constitutional right to privacy.
Most students, however, don't seem
to mind. The student association has
called upon the administration to
continue posting grades with Social

a

•

Security numbers.
But students who don•t want their
grades posted with Social Security
numbers could ask their professors
not to do so, according to the student
government proposal.
"It would be easier for students
who don't want their grades posted
to submit written information to their
professors indicating their wishes"
than to forbid grade posting, explained Michael Danke, who chairs
the student association•s Academic
Affairs Committee.
"There are going to be very few
students who will say they don•t
want their records posted," Danke
said.
Some Nebraska professors continue
to post grades with Social Security
numbers because students haven't
complained.
"This has been the traditional
method," said Nebraska professor
Paul Burrow. "I've never had anybody complain."

By Leigh Rubin

CampusACLU
chapters prosper

~

Law1naker pushes for booze-free dorms

do what their conscience tells them
DENVER,(CPS) --George Bush may
to do," Asher said.
be the best recruiter the American
DENVER, (CPS) -- Michigan collegians ought to be able to live in special
The ACLU, which has defended
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) ever
alcohol and drug-free rooms if they want, and an influential state legislator
radicals
from the Communist Party
had for campus chapters.
has threatened to force schools to provide them if they won't voluntarily.
to
the
Nazi
Party and the Black
ACLU
campus
coordinators
say
the
Rep. Burton Leland, chairman of the Standing Committee on Colleges
Panthers
to
the
Ku Klux Klan, aims
Republican
presidential
candidate's
and Universities, warned the last week of September that he will give
to
ensure
constitutional
rights are
attacks
on
their
group
have
increased
schools until next year to provide chemical-free housing and to develop
maintained,
Langone
safd.
At the
their
visibility,
and
that's
resulted
in
substance abuse programs for students and employees who are recovering
national level, the ACLU has aided
increased
membership
in
recent
alcoholics or drug abusers.
conservatives including Lt. ,Col. 1
weeks.
If colleges don't comply, Leland said , he' ll tell Rep. David Honigman to
Oliver North, he added.
.. _,
Harvard
Law
School
students
"have
resubmit a bill introduced earlier this year that requires schools to offer
Cornell's
ACLU,
in·
fact,
is
defendshown an awful lot of interest in
chemical-free housing for recovering substance abusers.
ing its loudest critics, the College
becoming card-carrying members of
"The bill is an attempt to give recovering alcoholics a chance to be
.
Republicans,
whose members were
the ACLU," said Warren Asher of
identified so they can get away from the peer pressure to drink," said a
denied
entrance
to a Kitty Dukakis
the Harvard Law School Civil LibHonigman aide who wished to remain anonymous.
speech
in
September.
"We're inveserties Union. "People who always
If it became law, the measure would have colleges ask incoming students
tigating
this
as
political
discriminaintended to join now do."
if they wish to live in substance-free rooms.
tion
against
Republicans,"
Langone
About 100 students, for example,
"Recovering alcoholics could then be placed with others who have gone
explained.
attended an ACLU speaking event
through similar experiences. The bill would provide a safe haven where
''Even thoug)l.Bu$ ap.acks us, ~e're
at the University of Maryland last
!hey wouldn't fear any pressure to drink," Honigman's aide said.
defending him." ·
week,
a
100
percent
increase
over
Campus officials, however, say they simply don't have the resources to
previous events.
comply. Most schools, they added already have substance abuse programs.
I
"If any,thing, his attacks helped,"
Honigman•s aide srud the bill isn ' t a message to students that drugs and
I
added Mindy Kaiden of American
drinking are okay in other dorm rooms. "It's not okay in other areas, but we
/
University's
ACLU
chapter.
need to give recovering students the chance to have place where they can
"We've had a substantial increase
be free from peer pressure to drink."
in
requests for information about
While the Michigan proposal is unique, other schools have kept trying to
memberships," Lisa Beattie of the
dry out their campuses in more traditional ways.
ACLU's New York office reports.
The University of Connecticut, for one, now is cnnsidering a campusBush persistently has attacked the
wide ban on liquor. Students of drinking age currenlly can drink in their
Democratic opponent Michael
dorm rooms and at some campus events.
Dukakis for being a "card-carrying
"I think it's high time that they started controlling alcohol on college
member of the ACLU," a group Bush
campuses," said Joseph Moran, a former UConn professsor. "Bans are
characterizes as too left-wing for
difficult to enforce, but that doesn't mean that we shouldn't have regulamost Americans.
tions."
Dukakis joined the ACLU as a
And in Boston, the city government has adopted measures to combat
student at Swarthmore College, in
excessive student drinking. In September, the Boston Licensing Board
part because he was angered by Sen.
prohibited the delivery to campuses of alcohol "not intended for the perJoseph McCarthy's mid-1950s
sonal use of the person ordering the beverage."
hunt for "card-carrying communists."
McCarthy, whose red-baiting galvaBans proposed on cigarette sales
nized civil libertarians, was "our
greatest membership recruiter,"
DENVER, (CPS) -- Students at the University ofW~sconsin-Eau Claire and
Dukakis told an interviewer last May.
Metropolitan State College, a commuter college m Denver, may have to
Thirty years later, ironically enough,
walk a mile for a Camel, a Marlboro or a Kool if proposed bans on campus
Bush's
cries against Dukakis as a
cigarette sales are approved.
"card-carrying member of the ACUY'
Smokers at Yale, moreover, may find themselves puffing outside ~is f~ll
nave done the same thing on camif state-mandated restrictions banning smoking from some umvers1ty
puses.
buildings are extended to dormitories.
.
"There's a smell of McCarthyism
The tougher measures and banning of cigarette. mach~n~s suggest that
about those kind of attacks," ACLU
many colleges, like shopping malls, airpor~, of~1ce bu~ldmgs and. other
Executive Director Ira Glasser said.
public places, also seem to be tightening therr antl-sm~king rules th1s fall.
The ACLU--which says it's a non"It's simply a matter of health," said ~lliot ~arb, ~ss1stant ~hancellor for
partisan, non-ideological organizastudent affairs at Wisconsin-Eau Claire, wh1ch Will m.ost. ~ely r~move
tion devoted to defending the
cigarette vending machines from campus. "The university ~s JU~t rem forcConstitution and the Bill of Rights-ing what the surgeon general has already said about smokmg.
4343' Pacific Ave. • Stockton
is fighting back.
"I'm not asking people not to smoke. I'm say~ng I don't want to~
An advertising campaign, featurproviding cigarettes," said Gretchen Minney, the du~tor of Metro State s
EMPLOYMENT
ing actors Michael Tucker and Jill
OPPORTUNITIES
book center. "It's the same reason I don't sell drugs. . .
.
Eikenberry of"L.A. Law" and Burt
AVAILABLE
Scores of colleges -- including the universities of Illmms, Washmgton,
DRIVERS EARN
Lancaster, will soon be waged to
Minnesota, Nebraska, California-Davis and Mary.land -- alread.y ~ave reUPT0$8.00
battle what the ACLU calls misrepPER HOUR
stricted smoking or banned it entirely in campus m campus ?Ulldmgs.
resentation by the Bush campaign.
Georgia state University, for example, banned on-campus Cigarette sales
Hours:
Before you burn out on
But on many campuses, such a
in 1986and then last May set new limits on where students can smoke. The
4:30pm·1am Mon-Thurs
studying, pick up the phone
campaign would be a waste of time.
11 am·2am Fri & Sat
and call Domino's Pizza. In
limits went into effect in September.
11 am-1am Sunday
"We have about 40 or 50 new
just
30
minutes
we'll
deliver
In March, Stanford even went as far as banning smoking ~utdoors wh~~
hot, delicious pizza right to
1
members this year," said Chris Lanreserved seating is provided for events. Nassau Commumty College
your door - guaranteed!
gone of the Cornell ACLU. "I don't
New York removed cigarette vending machines from campus two years
know how many of them joined
ago.
.
t
because of Bush, but that's our largAt Yale. Metro State and Wisconsin-Eau Claire, however, resistance o
est group in years. Usually we have
,
butt bans remains strong.
about 20 or 30."
I
"Ifl do not have sex, I do not have the right to ban th~ sales of condoms,
I
Domino's P1zza for only $7 .00 1
1 .
"We just got through our activities
said Metro State student legislator Patricia Carris dunng a camp?s debate.
I
Additional items $1 .00 each.
1
.
fair,
and
we
had
the
highest
number
Includes tax. One coupon per
1 I
"We can not set a precedent that says: 'If I don't like somethmg then I
of people expressing interest ever
pizza. No.t valid with any other 1 I
1
should ban it."'
.
·
sign up. About 125 signed up. Usu1
offer. Vahd at th1s location only.
1 I
~~
"I'm 45-years-old and I find it appalling that things are bemg decided for
ally it's half that," Harvard's Asher
I1
Expires
in
two
weeks.
I
II
•
me," echoed Student Trustee Lois Kaness.
. Fast, Free Dellveryr"'
1· I
.., ~
said.
1
Nevertheless, the Metro State student government endorsed the ?an.
1 . . , . "" 952-3030
I I
Ul ·
At Harvard, some students feared
1 ll1 - · 4343 Pacific Ave.
I I
-·
Wisconsin-Eau Claire officials, too, say the proposal to remove Cigarette
~ Stockton
oP·88-1o26A I
~
their association with the ACLU
vending machines will most likely be approved.
would
later
hurt
their
chances
for
Opposition to smoking restrictions remains haphazard at best at Yale, ?ut
government careers, especially if
it doesn •t mean smokers like the idea. "It makes the college a more foreign
Bush wins. "All I can tell them is to
place," said student smoker Kenn Wilson, "if you have to watch what
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Howard E. Moseley
International Editor

MOSCOW-- Andrei D. Sakharov, the well known Soviet dissident, is
planning a trip to the United States. After spending eight years in exile
in his own country, Sakharov will be making his first foreign trip to the
U.S. The Kremlin demonstrated a new attitude when they lifted the ban
against Sakharov, allowing the 67 year-old physicist and human rights
campaigner free travel. Sakharov has repeatedly been denied permission
to travel by authorities on the grounds he might be a national security risk.
Sakharov had access to sensitive information on the Hydrogen Bomb the
Soviets were working on in the 50's. His work for human rights won him
the 1975 Noble Peace Prize.

When the P~ce and Justice network of San Joaquin County went to
the Stockton Mayor looking for
support and only found discouragment, they didn't give up on their
idea to be paired with a sister-city in
the Soviet Union. Now, after four
months of work, they are ready to
make the ftrst gesture -- mail a letter
of friendship to the city ofRovno in
the Ukraine. (see Letter below)
"The idea began about four years
ago," explains Lori Litman, Coordinator of Peace and Justice network.
"Therewasaprojectcalled "Ground
Zero pairing project." Their motto
was 'Make the first strike a knock on
the Door.' They paired [Soviet] cities all across the United States.
Modesto has a paired city, Oakland,
Sinoma, Santa Rosa, Sacramento,
Davis ... so we are a linle bit late on
this actually."
Because there is no specific way a
city can accomplish the pairing process, it's done from scratch every
time. Since Stockton already has
between three to five sister cities,
the sister-city association didn't think
it would be possible to go through
them to do it officially.
Members of the Peace and Justice

NEW YORK-- uNo one is above the law," affirmed the U.S. attorney
responsible for indicting Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos for property
fraud. Following a two-year investigation of the Marcos' that revealed,
among other things, a plot to acquire property in the U.S. using the
Philippine treasury, both were ordered to surrender to federal authorities
in New York by Oct. 31. Marcos is the highest ranking foreign official to
be prosecuted in the United States under criminal charges. This has
resulted in a politically sensitive case hampered by the former Philippine
leader's connections with the White House and President Ronald Reagan,
who has referred to Marcos as "an old friend and a friend of the country."
LONDON-- The British government ordered a restriction on freedom
of the press and freedom of speech for the Sinn Fein political
organization. Sinn Fein is the legal political wing of the outlawed Irish
Republican Army, whose terrorist activities have increased lately. The
IRA is fighting the government of Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher on
the streets of Northern Ireland in an attempt to yank rule over the province
away from London and link it to the republic of Ireland. The Protestant
majority in the north, however, wants to keep its tics to London, according
to a report by the Christian Science Monitor. Civil liberties groups are
protesting the violations of citizens' rights announced by the British
Home Secretary Douglas Hurd. A member of the House of Lords, Leslie
George Scarman, doubted the government could enforce the decision, one
he called "legally confusing."

network, who have demonstrated a
deep comittment foc peace and mutual
understanding in the past, were prepared to make contact with a Soviet
city unofficially in order to get the
project off the ground.
According to Litman, the principal
goal of a project like this is to create
an atmosphere where ''people can
know other people and understand
that Soviets are human just like we
are." That goal prompted her, and a
delegation from Peace and Justice
network, to send a letter to General
~ecre.tary Mikhail Gorbechev invitmg htm to come to Stockton when
he was in the United States. The
group was contacted by the Soviet
Consul in San Francisco and a meeting was set for the delegation to
meet with the Consul General,
Valentin Kamencv, and Vice-Consui, Sergei Avazian. Next, the ViceConsul, Mr. Avazian visited Stockton last February, making it the ftrst
visit of a Soviet official to Stockton.
The Peace and Justice network was
proud to organize the visit. "We are
entering a new era of personal contact with peoples of the Soviet Union," reported the group's monthly
newspaper Connections. It was in
this way that the group got the help
of the Soviet Consulate in finding a
sister-city in the U.S.S.R.-- Rovno,

a city in the Ukraine was chosen.
(see RQvno below)
"Rovno is about the same size as
Stockton," Litman pointed out. "It is
an agricultural belt of the Soviet
Union and called the bread-basket
of the Soviet Urtion." The selection
ofRovno was apptopriate and comfortable to members of the network.
Most interesting was the precedent
set when the Soviet Consul offered
to make thesiste~r~Jly pairing.
"The Peace and Justice network
was allowed ... becau!tC our network
has always been inte~sted in reducing the tensions between the superpowers," explained Litman. "A lot
of people 8{e rval concerned about
nuclear issues and about just changing the atmosphere of distrust-- not
just the Soviet Union but all countries."
Winona Harvey, a retiree who volunte.ers her time to teach English as
asecond language herein the Stockton community, has also been active
in the work of pairing the network
with the c'ty of Rovno. "When I
heard about the Russian possibility,"she said, "I thought. well that's
thegreatestneedrightnow ...-to get
the right thing going between our
countries. That's why I started
coming."
Harvey was one of about 15 to 20

steady members who f()
through on the contact madt
the Soviet Consul. There ~
quite a bit of interest since,
ing to Litman. She feels
that with this letter, and con
the people ofRo~o, a lot m
will become interested in the
ect.
For now, the group is in the
of sending a friendship 1
introduces themselves to the
ofRovno, describes their in
and simple things like the
phy of Sto~kton. an~ '!'e in
group has tn mamtammg
tact. Many members of the
are interested in a peopletour of the United States
Soviet Union.
The friendship letter was
in Russian by volunteer W
Switzer, a social worker at
Mountain Regional Center,
approximatly 25 to 30 ho~~~t
have been very lucky to have
body who has that expertise,"
commented. "Otherwise we
have to depend on the So~
edge of English."
Forhis~Switzezissimpl
ested in opening up lines of
nication with the Soviet U·
think now is exactly the time
needs to be done."

Peace and Justice network invites the city of Rovno
to join in "building ·a bridge'' of peace and goodwill

BUSINESS
MANAMA, Bahrain -- The ministers of member countries to the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries will meet in Madrid
to try and work out a plan that will stabilize the glutted market for
world oil. Keeping member nations to produce within their quotas, an
attempt to establish a price floor by controlling the supply of oil available
to world markets, continues to backfire because of the groups dispersed
interests. Smaller oil producing nations like United Arab Emirates have
continued to export twice their quota, making the OPEC goal of higher oil
prices appear frustrated. During this meeting, OPEC hopes that by setting
higher, more realistic quotas, even Iraq will abide by their assigned
.production level. But with both Iran and Iraq looking to repair their wartom irifrastructures, their goal will be to sell as much oil on the world
market as possible to raise the necessary finances. This could mean even
cheaper gas at the pump for North Americans.
EAST BERLIN •• The government of East Germany has agreed to
compensate Jewish survivors of the Nazi Holocaust through payments.
World Jewish Congress president Edgar Bronfinan announced the agreement
to accept symbolic payments without disclosing how much would be paid.
For many years now, West Germany has also made payments to Jewish
vic~s of the holocaust. The World Jewish Congress continues to press
Austna to also make reparations, but Austrians claim to have been a
victim of Hitler's Nazi Germany just like others.
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ROME ··The Italian parliament passed a measure to do away with
secret balloting on financial and budgetary matters. Italy, which has
suffered economic aises time and time again under 48 different governments
since the end.ofWorld War II, now has a measure that could help build
the economy mto a strong competitive market. With the projected date of
European economic integration set for 1992, this measure of economic
stability will be essential in maintaining an edge over the giant corporations
of other European states that will freely enter the Italian market soon.
In the past, secret balloting on financial matters has permitted many
party members to cross the lines at the last minute and vote against the
same programs they publicly support, amounting to political chaos and a
budg~t.deficit equalling 98 percent of gross national product (the U.S.
d~~clt ts less. than .40 pe~cent). It ~s expected that Italy's Prime Minister,
Cmaco de Mita, Will begm reshapmg many government programs with an
eye on the bank rolls of the government. With new legislation providing
a degree of stability in Italy, de Mita may break the current record for
years in office by a political leader -- three years under Socialist Bettina
Craxi•

Letter: Friendship message to Soviets

Rovno: A look at the city

Dear Friend,

• population: 155,000 (1970)
• allministrative> center of Rcvno Oblast, Ukrainian S .S.R.
• ~Iro~~ junction, center of a highway network, and an airport.
• 1ndustnal center for machine-building, clothing factory, 1uuu-uroas
industry, building materials, and chemical producers.
• important cultural eenter with a music school, theater of
drama, a philharmonic society, and a museum of local lore.

Greetings!
In the interest of peace and to promote goodwill between the people of
Stockton and the citizens ofRovno, we invite you to join with us as a paired
city. We wish to share with you our deep commitment for peace and mutual
understanding between our countries. We hope you will want to explore with
us the 90ssibilities of building friendly personal ties between the people of ·
our countries. We believe this is the first important sto~e for building ~
bridge across the differences which separate us.
First you will naturally want to know something about our city and the
people who are writing you. Stockton is a growing city of 180,000 people in ·
the Central Valley of California. Our city is nestled' between two··great
mountain ranges yet only 80 miles from the sea. We are a great farming
region, growing a large number of crops such as grains, vegetable, fruits and
nuts. We also possess a large deep-water port. Ships from around the wotld,
including those from your own country, are frequent guests as they load their
vessels with our agricultural bounty.
Culturally we are a very diverse blend ofpeople who have come from Asia,
Africa, Europe and Mexico--people who often came.to work in the fields ana·
who have stayed to enrich the ethnic diversity which makes our city unique.
We are not a large city, though we are growing at.a tremendous rate with new
buildings sprouting up almost as quickly as grass after spring rains. Speaking
of rains--our winters are wet but summers are hot and dry with no rain at all
petween April and October.
:we have a very active group of people in this community who are dedicated
to peace on both the local and international level. This organization is called
the Peace and Justice Network of San Joaquin County. We would like to
establish a personal relationship with the people of your city for the purpose
of getting to know one another a little better. Please accept our best wishes
for the continued welfare of your city, your region, and country. We hope
that we can join together to q :eatc brotherhood between out people, and that
this will help bring us together in peace and goodwill.

........

In Friendship,

' 1 0 o>IJ

UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC
• one of 15 constituent republics of the U.S.S.R.
• area of 232,050-square miles, bordering Poland Hungary
Rorpania.
'
'
• although it<:o~ers less than three percent of the Soviet Union's
the Ukraine ranks second in po.Pulation and economic value.
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Rovno has bee~ known since 1282, when it was part of the uau.sn..Y~~-1\!i
Principality. The city became part of the Russian Empire in 1793.
,28, 1941, the city was captured by fascist Gennan troops and
, Ge{man administrative headquarters ·for the occupied part of the
T~ee ~~er~untl ~atriotic organizations and an underground
acttve m the c•ty dunng the Gennan occupation. Rovno was ••....,.....,_All
Soviet Army 01;1 Feb. 2, 1944.
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World
anxious
over
U.S. vote
UENDAR
create problems regarding the Soviet policy of supporting Marxist insurgencies and governments around
the world. Bush shows no inclination of retreating from the Reagan
policy of supporting so-called "freedom fighters" opposing Marxist
governments or pro-American governments combating leftist insurgencies.
Dukakis, on the other hand, might
be perceived as more pragmatic and
human rights oriented. That is,less
inclined to take action unilaterally
and support armed opposition as a
threat to American interest.
For other countries in the world,
especially Third World countries,
the election results could mean the
difference between a policy that is
geared toward American interests
first or a doctrine of multilateral
action and cooperation.
Bush has made it clear in a recent
article that a central part of his foreign policy "is the maintenance and
establishment of governments committed to freedom and democracy
...." One can construe this statement
as meaning American-style freedom
and democracy. As one Central
American student put it, "You
Americans always view things as if
from the top of the pyramid. If you
came down to earth you might see
the reality of the situation."

John Arvizu
Editorial Editor

THURSDAY, Oct. 27

Japanese Tea House
pcesented by the International Students Association and sponsored by
;.SUOP
7:00p.m., Becht~l Im'l Center
FRIDAY, Oct. 28
J11t'l Halloween Costume Party
9:00 p.m., George Wilson Hall

The world is anxiously awaiting
the outcome of the upcoming American presidential election. The effect will be either a major ideological shift in foreign policy or a probable continuation of the status quo.
Nevertheless, foreign governments
will have to adjust to a new set of
personalities after eight years of
Ronald Reagan.

SATURDAY, Oct. 29

Conference on Soviet-California
Sister Cities
City of Modesto Int'l Friendship

commi.Uee
call (209) 577-5323
MONDAY, Oct. 31

Guest Lecture on "The Holocaust"
• by Dr. John Roth of ClaremontMcKenna College
School of Int'l Studies
12:15 p.m., George Wilson Hall
WEDNESDAY, Nov. 2

World on Wednesday lecture
"From Alienation to Participation:'
The Emergence of a Left Opposition in the 1988 Mexican Presidential Election." - by Joanne Martin
Noon, Bechtel Int'l Center

OPINION
The most interested spectators of
the elections are no doubt the Soviets. Their primary interest lies in
the CWTent Strategic Arms Reduction Talks (ST
aimed at reduci~ the ICBM forces of both
countries. If Bush wins, the Soviets will have to assume that the SDI
program would remain as an unacceptable stumbling block to concluding negotiations without giving up more than they are now
willing to concede.
Having to contend with Dukakis
would put the Soviets in an entirely
different mindsct. The probability
of concluding an arms treaty acceptable to them (read elimination
of SDI) becomes more likely.
A Bush presidency would also

AP.n

Dukakis sees the U.S. role as one of
cooperation between countries and
negotiation as opposed to armed conflict. Instead of emphasizing weapons as foreign assistance, he would
reallocate it towards humanitarian
aid to combat hunger and poverty.
He would also accept the fact that
not all countries will necessarily conform to an American version of
government but that should not ne-

This election will tell
foreign governments
which way America
wants to treat the
world.
gate us from working constructively
with lhem.
This election will tell foreign governments which way America wants
to treat the world. We can go around
imposing our wiU, unilaterally engaging foreign governments that do
our bidding, or we can open a new
chapter in international relations. Or
w c.can treat people as human beings,
help them resolve their problems
without the use of force, and deliver
food and other humanitarian support
instead of guns. While we decide,
the world anxiously awaits.

Professor of the Year
Dr. John Roth
visits UOP to lecture on the Holocaust
John K. Roth was chosen as "1988
Professor of theYear" by the Carnegie Foundation and the Council for
the Advancement and Support of
Education (CASE). Roth was selected among 4 76 candidates for the
award because of his contributions
to the teaching field, his work as a
'scholar, and because of the strong
support and recommendation of his
t, Ukrainian S.S.R.
students.
network , and an
Roth, a professor and chairman of
1.clothing factory, IOOOolrcat the Deparbnent of Philosophy and
t:al producers.
Religion at Claremont McKenna
I ·ic school, theater of
College, called the recognition "a
1uscum of local lore.
pleasant surprise." He added, "It
confers both honor and responsibilGdM'I•11rf'. I•ve got to live utno'tlflUnd not '

ofRo
good

city

r

make apparent that the emperor has
no clothes."
To many of his students, Rolh fills
the shoes of 'Academic Emperor'
very well. Megan Scott-Kakures, a
former student of Roth and now a
lawyer in Los Angeles said, "I've
never had a teacher before or since
who took that kind of interest in
students, and not in a sentimental or
smothering way. He could be very
stern with you, and confront you
with things, but it was always your
decision."
"It's an ambivalence-producing
experience to think you've affected
students," says Rolh. ••I have conficfenee and believe in what I say, and

yet questions are so much a part of
my life that I am always asking
myself if I'm moving in the right
direction."
This "questioning habit" of his is
something he takes wilh him into his
course on the Holocaust. Roth believes that our education should be
"based on great questions." Therefore, he encourages s~udents toquestion the nature of our world during
the Holocaust, and especially question the kind of choices that were
made then. "Why was it that Jews
became special targets," he asks.
"My theory," Roth explains, "and
that of others is that the Holocaust
was not a'h ·acCident or aberration.

SPOTLIGHT
Tym Peters is a Senior at SIS, majoring in International Studies. He
is originally from S. Lake Tahoe
and spent his Junior year in Madrid,
Spain as an exchange student
Question: WHERE DO YOU BEGIN WHEN YOU'RE TRYING
TO LEARN AND UNDERSTAND A FOREIGN CULTURE?
Response: SPEAK A FOREIGN LANGUAGE.
The first thing you would have to know is the language- to be able to
communicate with foreigners. It gives you insight into the culture and the
way they think. For example, the Spanish language has some words that
are only in masculine gender form; like boss (Jefe) and student (estudiantcj. This simple example shows how the Spanish put more emphasis on
males in certain roles of society, although that has changed to an extent.
GET THE BACKGROUND.
You have to at least know the history, because when you know the history
you understand where they're coming from. Another example, the French
believe they have natural boundaries where France should be- the Rhine,
the Atlantic, and the Pyrenees. It's "pre-destined" that they have this area.
Even though they haven't always had it they did fight to get it.
Things like "cultural rules" are important to understand. If you met a
Spaniard and they came up to you, shook your hand, put their arm around
you, well that doesn't mean anymore than 'Hello, how are you'.
Things like their personal beliefs, their values, all would be a basis for
understanding that culture.
MAKE FOREIGN FRIENDS.
If you make friends from another country, they can act as an infonnant
on how things work within the society. If you do something wrong in a
foreign country, they're there to tell you. You can ask them, "why don't
the Chinese do this," or, "how come the Spaniards do it this way."
Your informant is also retating infonnation on how the society thinks.
Once you have a sense of how a people are thinking, how their minds are
working, that would be a basis for understanding them.

There's a kind of thread you can
trace through Western civilization
that makes it less surprising that lhe
Holocaust occurs in the 20th century."
"What (Roth) helped me realize,
through exploring the optimism of
the American dream, the horrors of
the Holocaust, and personal dilemmas," says Scott-Kakures, "was the
paramount importance of consciously
choosing."
Roth is an advocate for learning
that there arc choices to be made.
"Students will be faced forever with
dilemmas," Roth says. "It is important for students ... to be aware of
-pitfalls and traps."
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I ·GET ONE FREE I
I Buy one small cup yogurt: I
1 get one small cup FREE 1
I
coupons.~

--------------·
Not good w•th any other

Featuring Fresh Frozen Yogurt

6 Flavors Daily
3202 PACIFIC AVENUE, STOCKTON

465-8566
Expires November 30, 1988
At Pacific and Alpine (across from Lucky's)
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Int'l Halloween
Costume Party
to help caus~
The International Halloween Costume Party will bean opportunity for
American students to show foreign
n~;,.,..·•~~• SIUdents one of our cultural traditions. Lots of Halloween games and
a costume contest are planned to
make this truly American event very
traditional.
The party, sponsored by the Office
oflntetnational Studies, will be held
this Saturday from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Admission to the event will be $1 or •
acan of food or other basic item (bar
of soap, etc.) that can be used by the
needy. The admission proceeds will
go to help support the homeless/food
le Brunch
shelf centers in Stockton. All UOP
students and foreign students are
30)
encouraged to attend. There will be
a variety of games and Halloween
SaturdaY nt
treats with which to indulge yourselves. So get in the Halloween spirit,
al Delta Style
wear a costume and come prepared

e
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-by the hour

You can rent time on our Macintosh & LaserWritere
system. Great for resumes, newsletters, flyers,
reports, and more!

kinko·s·

the copy. center

'gb~

957 W. Robinhood • 957-1204

to DANCE!!

CHEi\P TREP~TS!
~~0 .TRirKS!
10% OFF ALL BAGS OF HALLOWE~N CANDY
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE * LOWER LEVEL* MCCAFFREY CENTER
OFFER EXPIRES 10/31

* NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY
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The pros and cons
of faculty research
Many universities encourage their faculty to generate funding from outside organizations by engag\ng in research. Grant
monies tied to research not only benefit the JE_hool economically, they 1end tQ.improve its overall rating. But is th,is
practice right for every school, and if so, how much is desirable?
Currently at UOP, there is a deba1e ~ver the direction the
University should take. One group of faculty, supported by
the administration, believes that more research should be
conducted on campus. The benefits to research include more
corporate funding and notoriety for the University, thus
enhancing its overall academic reputation.
The second group feels that while research is good, it should
not be the primary focus of the faculty. Their argument is that
if professors wanted to stress research over classroom instruction they would be teaching at an institution that focused on research.
What effect would more research have on the students here
at UOP? The vast majority of students here chose UOP
because it provides an opportunity to work closely with the
faculty. That special attention provided by our professors is
often missing from such research orientated institutions as
Stanford, UCLA, and UC Berkeley. At these institutions,
many undergraduate classes are taught by teaching assistants
while the professor is off conducting research.
The fact of the matter is that research can generate funding
which is badly needed here at UOP. Our professors are
underpaid and research grants are an excellent way to generate funding to help increase salaries. However, research
should not be the sole criteria for merit raises. Focusing on
research as a basis for faculty raises could result in an
emphasis on paper generation instead of educational excellence in the classroom.
Conducting research can be a good thing in moderation.
However, many of our faculty members are already overloaded with classroom instruction and holding out the carrot
of merit raises based on research alone would not only place
an undue stress on the professors, it could detract from the
educational experience of the students at UOP.
Administrators and faculty sometimes forget that UOP is
here because stu:lents choose to attend this institution and pay
the high cost of tuition. They pay this high price to get the
personal attention, in and out of the classroom, that is missing
at other institutions of higher learning.
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LETTER~
Where is studeftt. support?

Ouis Craigie

Matthew Okamoto
Editor ill Chuf

.I

Dear Editor:
I recently attended two home sporting events -- a football game and:
volleyball match. In both cases, I noticed a serious lack of school support. t
is my belief that this lack of support comes from two sourc~s.
The first is an absence of students. I would generously estimate ~at there
were a maximum of 300 students at each event. Even though UOP IS a s.mall
university with approximately 3500 students, these '!'ere very. p~r showm~;
After all, what else is there to do on a Thursday or Fnday evenmg m Stockto ·
I do not know how many times I have asked someone to come to such an event
and heard the response: "No, they are just going to lose." How much more
pessimistic can a person be?
.
The other weak link in school support ~e the cheerl~d:rs.. The m~n
problem here is that the university would be JUSt as well off tf tt dtd not ha e
cheerleaders. They provide more of an embarr~ment to th~ ~boo~ ~an
anything else. The problems range from small to large. How dtff1cult IS 1t t_<>
coordinate eight women wearing the same uniform, instead of three omforms?
It has also been my understanding that cheerleaders were exactly that -cheer leaders, notchecrfollowers. One person in the ban~ h~s been suc~essful
in getting the crowd involved in a cheer, and yet th1s ~~ some~ng. the
· cheerleaders have been unable to do. Because they don't project ~etr votces,
no one but the band can hear them to begin with. A young boy sellmg peanu~
out-yelled all eight cheerleaders-- and he was simply y~lling "peanuts:" Th1s
may be for the fans benefit though, because then the mtstakes of cheenn~ for
the offense at the football game, when the defense is on the field, can t be
~~.
.
I understand the lack of football support comes from having a losmg team.
But with volleyball, this is not the case. With volleyball it is simply because
they are no longer ranked number one or two in the nation, but that does not
mean they arc not a worthy team.
Perhaps if students came to the events, the cheerleaders would have reason
to improve. The teams would also benefit from the increased support. It would
be nice to see student support at all school sporting events. Mter all, fans can
make or break a team and are thus an integral part of them. Come out and show
your support!
Lori S. Seitzinger

Some historical clarification
Dear Editor:
Thank you for your recent article on foreign students and the University's
international commitment. For the record, I would like to offer some
corrections.
To my knowledge, Callison College was the first University division to
require its students to undertake study overseas. Callison operated programs
in India and Japan. Covell College, the University's inter-American studies
division, enrolled many students from Latin America and was the first
University division for which Admissions Office represenatatives traveled
overseas. Both Covell and Callison Colleges made early and lasting contributions to demonstrating the University's overall international commitment
Gary Hoover
Associate Dean of Admissions
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Formality... a matter of taste
Dear Editor,
1am writing to respond to Stefan LaBrack's letter in. the Oct. ~0 edition
the Pacifican. While I appreciate Stefan's concern, I thmk there 1s more
issue of titles than he might suppose.
If Stefan feels more comfortable addressing the faculty and
by title, so be it. Ifanother student feels that this imposes an artific~~
of positional authority, let that student make his or her own deciston.
If some member of the faculty is uncomfortable being on a ftrst name
with students, that person could, perhaps, wear their robes while on
The students could then readily identify the faculty that expect a formal
of address. The model would be the military, where you respect the
if not the man.
I encourage my students to address me in any way that (1) gets my attl~n~IWI""'
and (2) makes them feel comfortable. I try to earn my student's
professing important ideas.
Titles and positional authority generally have little effect on the suC.ces!it
failure of any endevor, academic or otherwise. What does have a
positive effect is the atmosphere and energy created by open and honMI~'~'·
discourse. I trust that here at UOP. we have an atmosphere where ~Lc~a-rll""'
myself, and Bill can be as open, honest, and energetic as possible.
Charley NeU~PII

Assistant Professor, Computer Scic...SIIMieiiiS

'What is to come of the present commotion in Men's
I cannot forsee; but my own convictions of duty are fixed
strong, and I shall continue to follow those conv
without faltering."

• .f{

A case of voter•itis

PROP 105: A Winner For Consu-mers
Leo McCarthy and
Jim Rodgers

Students voting this election year, often for the first time,
have quite a complicated task before them. It's bad enough
having to decide between candidates. Now students, and for
that matter all voters in California, are faced with the largest
and most perplexing array of ballot measures since the initia·tive process was created over 50 years ago.
Looking at the 158 page California Ballot Pamphlet gives
one a clear indication of the quandary facing voters. Some of
the measures are bond acts, others are statutes, and still others
are constitutional amendments. The pamphlet does attempt to
explain each initiative in detail.
However, after sifting through an analysis by a "legislative
analyst," arguments for and against the proposition, and the
ever perplexing "text of the proposed law,'~ many voters, even
those with a college education, are hard pressed to discern the
intent of the measures.
Coupled to this confusing array of initiatives is the fact that
several of them are closely related. Propositions 100, 101,
103, 104, and 106 all have to do with reforming the auto
insurance industry. Or do they?
Hackers of these initiatives include consumer groups,lawyer
associations, and insurance companies. These groups have
spent approximately $60 million trying to push their initiatives to the electorate with slick advertising techniques. As a
result of what may be the most expensive election campaign
in state history, most voters don't even know which ballot
measure is which. Also, many voters are wondering what
would happen if more than one of these measures passed.
Although this has been the year of the initiative, with a total
of 108 measures coming before the electorate, voters are not
always subjected to this type of abuse. Usually our legislators
can hammer out compromise bills to spare the public from
having to endure the wrath of special interest political campaigns. However, when our legislators fail to pass a bill some
groups take to the initiative process in earnest
As voters, it is our responsibility to become as informed on
the issues that face us as possible. Having to go through that
California Ballot Pamphlet is just one of the ways we can do
our homework and become involved in the democratic process. Although it is confusing, at least we have an opportunity
with our system of government to get the facts -- an opportunity too many of us take for granted.

It's a sad fact that in some cases, a
nursing home can be hazardous to
your health.
Despite new patient protection laws
that grew out of the Lieutenant
Governor's nursing home refonn task
force in 1984, horror stories continue.
In recent months a nursing home
resident died after being given a
double dosage of medicine, an elderly woman died after being administered too much insulin, and another
aged woman died after falling out of
bed because someone failed to put
up her bed rail. Even as isolated
incidents these case!i are alanning.

The Consumer Right to Know'Ini- · ' Seniors aren't the only ones who
tiative (sponsored by CURE-- Conwill benefit from this truth-in-adversumers United for Reform) proposes
tising measure. The proposition also
to help bring an end to these abuses
gives all consumers other new and
by exposing them to the bright light
long-overdue rights. These include:
of publicity. It would also make a
--The identities of who's really behind
number of other changes in state law
the advertisements in state initative
that would make- it easier for concampaigns.
sumers of other services to know
--Disclosure by corporations of their
exactly what they're,buying.
involvement in South Africa so that
For seniors, Proposition 105 will
stock purchasers can make informed
create and publicize a "Bottom 25"choices.
-the worst 25 percent of the state's
--Warnings on toxic household prodnursing homes. It also will inform
ucts to stop users fr<;>m pouring them
seniors of the toll-free phone numdown the drain and polluting the
ber of the state nursing home omwater supply.
budsman. It will mandate understandOpponents will be quick to charge
able "Medigap" policies to prevent
that this initiative interferes with
seniors from being sold fraudulent
business, or it creates a new layer of
Medicare supplements.
bureaucracy. Not so. Proposition 105

doesn't try to tell businesses
they can and can't do. It won't
duce a new caxpayer-supported
It merely asks businesses to be ~·•-ttrt...
with the people who buy
and services. Reputable t>m;me•l•tn
and there are many reputable
ing homes, for example, will beneft
because they'Jl no longer have
fair competition from disrep1uta~
firms that are evasive about
products.
Qn Tuesday, Nov. 8, there will ~l-lllh"'
many winners and losers. But
Californians will win with the
sage of Proposition 105. We'll
safer, more humane nursing
and greater honesty in the ma~rkllfl•
place and the political arena.
(Leo McCarthy is Lt. Gov.
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Comments from our teaders
welcome and strongly enc:owagfii•:JI:'~Qifll
The following are policy
lines for submitting a uu•J.., ..~-····
letter to the editor.
1. All letters submitted to the
for publication in The
must be signed and <>l"c•nmonllnlt-11111.
by a verifiable address and
number if possible.
2. Please limit the length of
letter to 150 words, typed,
double spaced. Hand written
ters will not be published.
3. Deadline for submission of
publishable letter is Monday
noon.
4. The Editorial Editor
the right to edit any letters
clarity or length, without
ing the original intent ofthe
Letters to the editor may be
dressed to The Pacifican,
rial Editor, Campus Mail, or
versity of the Pacific, ''nr:o..-··· ·
Ca. 95211. Phone 946-2114
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Commandos invade UOP

CONCERTS

will be performing at the Sacramento Community Theatre
Oct. 29. The show begins at 8 p.m. and tickets are $18.50

Touring comedy group provides lots of laughs
Mike Randolph .

Garcia Band, with speCial guests Leon Russell and
, will be appearing at the Henry I. Kaiser Convention
()akland on Monday, Oct. 31. Tickets are $18.50 in advance.
begins at 8 p.m.

Oil will be in concert at the Henry I. Kaiser Convention
in Oakland on Thursday, Nov. 3 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $17.50 in
and the Banshees will be performing at the -Berkeley Com-

'!beatre on Friday, Nov. 11. Tickets are $17.~0 in advance.
begins at 8 p.m.
with special guest Cinderella, will be in coPcert at the Cow

in San Francisco on Friday, Nov. 11. The show begins at 8
are $18.50 in advance.
Palmer will be performing at the Warfield Nightclub in San
· oon Friday, Nov. 11 and Saturday, Nov. 12. The doors open
.1J11. Tickets are $20 in advance and $21 day of the show.
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
,Oct29
-.ultiiiiSI:r.tW.I)'.Cbristopher lzdebski, voice and throat clinic
~·"'qtJruct.J. Recital Hall
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

3p.m.
f-LCIIQQIIIIY, Oct

31

OOP Symphonic Wind Ensemble
Coocert Macabre II, Robert Halseth, conducting
8:15p.m.

Faye Spanos Concert Hall

Nov. 1
wnl~lelll!rfiCURJ Woodwind Solos

& Ensembles
8:15p.m.

Faye Spanos Concert Hall

7

UOP DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA AND DANCE
Department of Drama and Dance will present "Works in
Dance" on Nov. 3, 4 and 5. The program, an evening of
dance works by UOP students and faculty, will-begin at..g..... -·
evening. The performances will take place in the Dance
South Campus, Building No. 1153. A $1 donation will be
al the door.

UCTHEATRE
a1 the UC Theatre, "E.T.'' will be playing. Show times are 7
p.m. This weekend, "Beetlejuice," starring Michael Keaton
htlllleDIII'IIi shown. Show times are 7 and 9:30p.m. on Friday and Satur2, 7, and 9:30p.m. on Sunday.

MEET THE AUTHOR
McMurty, author of "Terms of Endearment" and ••Lonesome
be answering questions and signing boo~ ?n Wed.nesday,
16. The reception will begin at 9 a.m.; book s1gnmg be~ms at. 11
'!bat everiing, McMurty will offer formal remarks at a dmner m
·.un~si~lOflll~· The dinner begins at 7 p.m. and tickets are $20. Both ~e reand the dinner will be at Raymond Great Hall. For more mforand reservations, call 948-6488.

BERKELEY SHAKEPEARE FESTIVAL
Berkeley Shakespeare Festival will present its production of.
Comedy of Errors" on Friday, Oct. 28..Th~ performance wtll
at the Modesto Junior College Audttonum (435 C~llege
Tickets are $12 and will be sold at the Modesto Jumor .
Auditorium box office. For more inf<;»rrnation, contact Dtana
.~11'&:-Jper.:~mirh at the Stanislaus County Arts CommtSston.

he yours? He's not mine!''
Then, frustrated, "Oh, he'samima?
He's a amima? Does he make pancakes? I don't get it!"
"He can't talk? He can't talk!" He
begins to cry until the invisible mom
explains that he can talk.
"He can talk?" The child is confused. ••Are you messing with my
mind?"
Looking at the mime again, he says,
"Are you on drugs? I ust say no!" he
implores. With that the audience he
has held in his hand with this hilarious yet poignant scene is released
with laughter followed by applause.
Settimi also got off a few pokes at
the Catholic schools of his youth,
calling the nuns "neo-Nazis in penguin suits."
Then he got out his electric guitar
and did a medley of butchered rock
songs ending with a spoof of"Stairway to Heaven" titled "7-Eleven."
"I want a slurpy and some beefjelky...
Thank heaven for 7-Eleven."
Senimi ended the show with a display ofventriloquism. He did a duet
)Vith his red clown nose.
Settimi's act was literally all over
the stage as well as the comedy
spectrum. It was at once cerebra],
physical and emotional. He covered
all the bases with an enthusiasm that
swept the audience along with him
for the ride.
Settimi probably best explained it
himself at the end of his act when he
said, "It's just being a kid, that's my
job."
Scttimi certainly proved he is an up
and coming talent to watch. No
wonder he was named College Entertainer of the Year for 1988.
It's too bad there weren't that many
people at Long Theater Wednesday
night to watch him.

Staff Writer

Long Theater was full of laughs
last Wednesday night when the Coors
Light Comedy Commandos hit campus. Unfortunately, the theater was
woefully short of audience members.
The Comedy Commandos, a group
of touring comedians who perform
at college dimpuses, played to a
house that was only about one-third
full. Headlining what became a small
and close-knit comedy experience
were John Ferrentino and Tim Scttimi, both of whom tailored their
excellent routines to the small audience.
Ferrentino, a large man with a red
beard and ponytail, opened the twohour show. Ferrentino has appeared
on "Late Night with David Letterman" and is currently opening for
•Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young.
His specialty is comedy magic.
His act began with a few stand-up
jokes about that old comedic standby, flying on the airlines.
"They have this one objective," he
explained, "to scare the hell out of
you. They go: 'In the event of an
underwater landing, the bottom of
your seat may be used as a flotation
device.' Let's get something straight
-- planes land on runways; anything
else is a crash. And then they point
out all the exits. I've seen pictures of
plane crashes. There'll be plenty of
exits!"
From there the bulk of his act consisted of destroying the traditions of
magic. To do this he used a chest
full of stock magic props -- cards,
rings, wands, scarves, etc.
For most of his tricks, he "volunteered" unsuspecting audience
members to be his assistants. One of
them almost stole the show from
Ferrentino.
His name was Jim, and Ferrentino
seated him on a stool onstage to help
with a rope trick: «fn the process,
Ferrentino placed a wizard's cap on
Jim's head, only to pull it off and
reveal a toilet plunger, a fact Jim
wasn't aware of. the audience howled
at Jim's predicament
Ferrentino gave Jim the microphone
cord to cut in two, which he did. "I
can't believe you did that," Ferrentino
said in mock-shock and without
amplification, "that's tl!,e end of the
show, thanks to the guy with the
toilet plunger on his head!"
But Jim did Ferrentino one better.
The comedian made him wet a finger and touch it to the two halves of
cord to magically put it back together. Jim did, and a puff of smoke
came out of Ferrentino's hand. It
wasn't real, but Jim fell backwards
off the stool ·in surprise catching
even Ferrentino off-guard. It got the
biggest laugh of his set.
That, in essence, was the act -reduce everything to a ridiculous
sight gag accompanied by a putdown one-liner. It worked because
the magic was actually good, as was
his interaction with the audience.
Everyone felt a part of the act, even
when being picked on.
Next onstage was a phenomenon
named Tim Settimi.
From the beginning, when he roller
skated with manic energy from the
back of the theater into, and then
onto, the stage, it was obvious Settimi was a different breed -- sort of a
cross between comedians Gallagher
and Robin Williams.

oAR--PA-RK--iC€--ARE:NA

John Ferrentino works his comedy magic on volunteer Clyde Ireland.
Settimi connected with the audience as well, using common experience -- childhood, religion, dormlife -- to draw material from. While
the experiences were ones the whole
audience could relate to, the presentation was anything but ordinary
stand-up.
After demonstrating the effects of
some nasty dorm bathroom tricks,
stealing the T.P., super-gluing the
toilet seats, etc., he talked about his
days as a mime, again demonstrations included.
Then Settimi switched his focus.
He became a very young child, clutching his mother's hand, and inno-

cently fascinated by the wordless
movementsofthemime. Hewasthe
child; the voice and body movements were perfect. It was a magic
moment and the best of the evening.
"Hi, Magic Man!"he says in a tiny,
high pitched voice to the mime, eyes
wide with awe. "Say hi to me. O.K.?
O.K.? Mom,hewon'Lsayhitome!"
Thef}, confused, "He's a mine? Is
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a: COSTUME CONTEST

Prizes courtesy of Tower Records

The Budweiser.
\e\sure Jiine ktMtift Page.
King of Beers Checkers! This game is played the same as

ordinary checkers except that one player uses Bud bottle caps, the oth_er ~caps
from an ordinary beer. The Bud player has a decided advantQge, as hiS pteces are
automatically ~ The loser has to buy more Bud.

Puzzles and Beer! Wf!vt cut up this iunlJiar beverage

label into seven pieCeS. See if you can It the pieces back Wgelher 50
that they can reveal the rwne of this popular product.

H~ulic FlOw Quiz! (II There are 12 ounces ci

beer in aBud 1..onwJeCk. Uthe beer is chilled to SO degrees Fahrenheit,
With an ambient temperature of 88 degrees Fahrenheit, and you hold
the bonle at a 4s.degree angle, at sa IM~ With an atm~heric
~ of IS p.s.t.; how long will it take to elllp(y the bollle7
(Answer below.)

-·------~-------·

(Near w.

In Oak Park
Alpine & California St.)

.

1
State Canital Quiz! (21 Can you IWlle a $tate where

This coupOn when presented at the Oak Park Ice .ru:en~ IS
good for one FREE ADMISSION with one PAID admission.
Good until Dec. 31, 1988
.

Baseball 'Ifi.via! (3) if you can answer even one of the t>llowing,

---------------~--------~-----··-----------~- ---------"---~
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Budweise~thebest·tastlng beer? (Answer below.)

For more information,
call: 941-8432

In Oak Park
Alpine & California St.)

.

!

i

This coupon when presented at the Oak Park Ice ~en~ lS
good for one FREE ADMISSION with one PAID adrnissmn.
:
Good until Dec. 31, 1988
____________ J

~---.----------------------~-----------

you qualify as aSports genius! A. What was Babe Ruth's hat size? B. DizzY Dean
once struck out 17 Cubs in one game. Name those Cubs. C. In 1919 Eddte
Ciccotti pitched for a notorious World ~ries contender. Who were they and why
were they notorious? D. How many stitches Ill an Amencan League baseball?
How many Ill a National League baseball? E. Whars the best beer to have
while watching a game? (Answers below!
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Ifft, Gooier reflect on homecoming
Sara Schroeder
Staff Writer

· Nowthathomecomingisov~r. whaL
is the role of the Homecoming Court?
The Pacifican talked to Steve lfft
and Laura Gooier, the 1988 Hom~
coming King and Queen, for reflections on their experience and for
their opinions of the role of the
Homecoming Court.
We caught up with Steve between
arranging social functions for Phi
Delta Theta, working at the Student
Advising office, studying engineering, and hashing at Tri Delta. When
asked what he thought his role as
Homecoming King is, he replied,
"The whole court has the same responsibility as I do: to show the rest
of the campus that you can succeed
at UOP. You can be an active part of
University life, but still get good
grades and have fun."

~

Laura
and Steve lfft begin their reign as Homecoming King
and Queen by greeting fans at the football game.

Who will be "Mrs. President"?
Linda Cobb
Staff Writer

With the presidential election approaching, wehaveheardalotabout
the two candidates. But how much
have we heard about the candidates
for first lady of our nation? Kitty
Dukakis and Barbara Bush are in the
running for this position.
Described by her peers as "charming and versatile," Kitty Dukakis
may be the next first lady of our
nation. Many are interested in learning about the woman beside presidential candidate Michael Dukakis.
Kitty was born in 1937 to Harry
and Jane Dickson. Mr. Dickson was
a violinist with the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Mrs. Dickson was
a cook, a gardener, a sculptor, and a
perfectionist Kitty, following in her
mother's footsteps, is also a perfectionist
As a child, Kitty was shy and hypersensitive. She would break down
and cry at the slightest criticism
towards her. She was also a defender
of the underprivileged (a group she
stiU defends today).
At age 20, Kitty married John
Chaffetz and had a son, also named
John. Chaffetz was in the Air Force.
The marriage ended as hastily as it
began, four years later.
After the divorce she went to Lesley College, where she met Michael Dukakis on·a blind date. They
married and had two children, Andrea and Kara.
Kitty spent 12 years after her marriage teaching dance. After Dukakis
was elected as governor of Massachusetts in 1975, she was appointed
to help constituents deal with bureaucratic problems.
In 1987, Kitty announced her 26year addiction to diet pills. Her
dependency to the pills began in
college. She claims the pills gave
her more confidence. She spent the
entire 26 years hiding the addiction,
even from her two husbands. The
dose she took was very small. Many
have accused her of trying to get the
Betty Ford sympathy vote with her
timely confession. Kitty stated she
would never have been able to make
it through this election if she were
still addicted.
Kitty Dukakis has very strong feelings about many issues, including
human rights and the situation in
Poland. She also spends time helping to free Cambodian families. She
has had little cooperation from the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service (I.N.S.). "I.N.S. is a bureaucratic nightmare. ... If Michael is
elected, it is an agency that I will be
very much involved with."
The plight of the homeless is another issue on which Kitty diligently
works. She also made adament appeals to the legislature for funding
for the arts and, to many peoples'
surprise, received it
Kitty Dukakis describes the job of
first lady as "confused [regarding]
the role of wife and frrst lady in a
post- feminist era. A political wife is
schizophrenic."
Presently Kitty gives plenty ofadvice
on many issues to her husband. "I
would be remiss if I didn't." She
says she will not use her position [if
she becomes first lady] to push for
anything that would counter Michael's
purposes.

Barbara Bush has often been seen
standing tall next to her husband,
Vice President George Bush. She
may move from being our second
lady to our first lady.
Barbara was bom in 1926, and raised
in Rye, New York. Her father was a
publisher. She had a stable childhood and the advantages of a prep
school education.
Barbara met George Bush at a high
school dance. They were married at
ages 21 and 22,1 espectivly. Because
of Vice -President Bush's many jobs,
they have lived in 28 homes in 17
cities. They have lived in the VicePresident's home in Washington D.C.
for six years -- the longest time for
them.
The Bushes feel strongly about their
family, children and grandchildren.
Many of Barbara's mornings are spent
with her grandchildren. She is a homebody and seems most comfortable
there. Barbara has raised many children and now grandchildren. She
enjoys doing the cooking herself when
she entertains. Barbara opens her
home for many interviews but keeps
pa.r:t of the house secluded for her
family.
Having been the second lady of our
nation for the past eight years, Barbara Bush has a wide variety of
experience in the larger political
world. Her husband was a naval
officer, a US Congressman, a UN
Ambassador, Director of the CIA,
and chief liaison to China.
An average day for Barbara Bush
may include several receptions, and
a dignitary's memorial service. Her
appearances range from standing
alongside the Vice- President to supporting worthy causes. She is always
followed by heavy security, though
she is not bothered by it

Barbara spends time working for
the Leukemia Society and the Moorehouse School of Medicine in Atlanta. Her emphasis is in the education of the illiterate. The statistic
that one in every five Americans
can't read disturbs her greatly.
In support of the literacy program,
Barbara can often be found visiting
libraries and schools. In one instance,
she was very impressed with the
program she saw while visiting the
Peoria Public Library in Illinois. She
believes computer assisted learning
is "an innovation of potential national significance. ... Computer
assisted learning is indeed essential
to the acquisition of functional literacy skills." While at the library she
visited the reading room and chatted
with young children.
One issue Barbara will not discuss
is abortion. She will comment on her
husband's views but not on her own.
She feels that she is not running for
office, so she does not need to expose her ideas to the public.
As a first lady, Barbara Bush says
she will support her husband as·
strongly as she always has. She believes her strong, compassionate
personality will keep her heart and
ideas open to the many issues that
need attention, but that she will not
interfere in her husband's job decisions.
While the woman who will represent our country is not voted on by
the people, it is a subjectabout which
people have thought and discussed.
The first lady does not make the
pressing decisions that the president
does. But she does act as an ambassabor, representing our country abroad
and to visitors. Perhaps in the future,
we will get to place a vote for first
lady.

Steve is especially pleased because
he feels that he wasn't chosen on a
basis of popularity, but rather for his
achievements at UOP (not to mention his enthralling juggling ability),
which is what he feels a Homecoming King should represent
In regard to his selection by Phi
Delta Theta to represent them, he
feels honored and proud that 50 of
his closest friends chose him. "I really
appreciate all the support and encouragement my brothers gave me. I
hope I represented them well."
While Steve had a terrific time
with the Homecoming activities, he
feels that the process is not utilized
to its full potential.
"We've gotten into a rut. Maybe
it's time we did some creative thinking to determine what we want the
Homecoming Court to do. After all
the work the committee and nominees put into it, a rally on a Thursday
night that no one knows about is
kind of anti-climactic for everyone
involved. Most people find out the
next day through the newspaper.
Maybe something that would add
more anticipation and excitement
would be to announce the King and
Queen at the game."
Laura Gooier is a psychology major, but that seems to be a minor part
of her daily life here at UOP. Laura
devotes her time to ASUOP, where
she serves as Executive Affairs Director; to Student Advising, coordinating the selection process and
teaching mini-courses; and to Delta
Delta Delta, where she has been
assistant rush chairman and helped
to write and direct last year's win1
ning Band Frolic, as well as this
year's winning Greek Sing.
Laura is pleased with the CoUrt be(See QUEEN, page 10)

xp ortng o . aunts:
Spirits ofHa!lo'Yeen·
Ulrika Gamboa
Feawre Editor

more than
the beginning of a new week. It's
Halloween ... the night the witches
ride. Throughout the centuries, the
celebration of Halloween has
evolved from a pagan ceremony
into a secular holiday.
In the beginning, Oct. 31 marked
a feast day to honor the ancient
Celtic gods of the sun and death.
This was known as "All Hallows'
Eve," since the celebration occurred
on the last day of the Celtic year. In
Roman times, the godess Pomona
and the harvest of fruits were honored on this day. In the 11th century, this day became a Christian
holy day, honoring the saints, thus
the name, "All Saints' Day." Today,
Halloween is considered a secular
feast day celebrated by children,
young and old. It is celebrated
around the world, but especially in
America.
Many of the modem American
traditions have their roots in European customs handed down throughout history. Once it was a widely
held Irish superstition that elves,
fairies, and witches (who often chose
the feline form) were free to fly on
Halloween night These "little
people" were notorious as pranksters. The dead were said to leave
the grave and roam the Earth among
the living. However, no one was
ever really sure who was a ghost
and who was real. Thus many
superstitions and myths arose to
ward off the evils of the night
Despite the passage of time, many
of these superstitions still exist in
some form. The belief that ghosts
roam the night is belied today in
tradition
the nocturnal

wanderings of "trick or
In earlier centuries, uu':~mevi.J
children played the part of
demons, donning costumes to
guise themselves. Young
men often carried out the
attributed to ghosts and
Today, this Halloween
continues as children wear
tical costumes and travel the
borhoods from door to"' "'r ...,_.,
for candy and gifts.
If their wish is not
"trick" or practical joke is
- usually a mild trick, but
sionally destructive in
American custom of
ing also has roots in the
(United Nations
Children's Emergency Fund)
gram. In this way, children
money (pennies) in ·an
help children worldwide.
One of the most popular
of Halloween is also imported
Europe. The traditional
lantern seen burning in the
was brought to America by
Scots. It is associated with a
(see GHOSTS, page 10)

Casual Sophistication by Malone's.
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You'll find a spirited collection of
Shirts, Sweaters and Slacks in
comfortable fabrics and innovative
color mixes.

MALONE'S
MensWear And

Ac~essories

Waterfront Warehouse
445 W. Weber Ave.
(2091 948-3390
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!ffiEP YOUR CONTACTS CLEAN AND COMFORTABLE
WITH THE TOP NAME IN EYECARE- BAUSCH & LOMB.
AND AT THESE LOW PRICES YOU'LL WANT TO LAY
IN A SEMESTER'S SUPPLY!

20% OFF ALL BAUSCH & LOMB
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Field Hockey edges Stanford
Mike Schneider

Oden back
in lineup

AssnL Sports Editor

Tom Gregory

TIGER TRACKS
ll
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7:30p.m.

AllDay
7:30p.m.

Water Polo at Fresno State Valley Classic
Football at Utah State
Field Hockey at Cal Invitational
CroSS Country at Big West Championships

10:30 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
AllDay

TBA

noon
AllDay

7:30p.m.

hosts Hawaii

On Wednesday, Oct. 12, the Lady
Tiger field hockey squad took on
Stanford in Palo Alto, a place where
Pacific had never before won a game.
They returned home with a 2-1 victory and renewed hopes ofcapturing
the conference crown with a 2-1-1
league record.
The Lady Tigers started off hot,
taking control in the first half when
Melissa McNutt scored in traffic to
stake UOP to a 1-0 lead. They added
to their cushion when McNutt scored
again later in the first half to make it
a 2-0 margin.
Stanford came back strong in the
second half, aggressively attacking
the UOP defense, and put a shot
through the goal with 16 minutes left
in the game. The Cardinals continued to come hard at the Lady Tigers,
but UOP thwarted Stanford's lastditch attempt to score and held on
for the victory.
The win over Stanford put the Lady
Tigers in the driver's seat in the
conference standings going into their
match against Chico State a week
later, on Oct. 19. Pacific was tied for
the top with Chico -- both teams
possessed identical 2-1-1 league
records --and a triumph would have
left UOP alone atop the Big West
standings. However, Chico managed

Senior Staff Writer

began last week for flag football. In Men's A League,
the Packers 21-6 and the Regulators surprised Archania 22-14 to set
championship game between SAE and the Regulators.
8 League, The Bulldogs defeated Phi Delta Theta 13-8 to reach the
~:ess~~~liorumip game against the Hawaiian Express. The Hawaiian Express
j;..;~;..~~:::--1
ticket to the playoffs by taking down SAE 12-6.
s League play, Avoided Like the Plague remained undefeated by
against the Lady Gomers 22-0. The Krissanthamums defeated the
14-0 and will meet Avoided Like the Plague in the championship

Indoor Soccer Standings
(as of Oct. 16)

YE· · ·
Men's A (T!fh)

Men's A (M!W)
1-2
1-3
0-2

LE
MB·
y

4-0
2-1
1-2
0-3

Men's B (T/Th)

Men's B (MIW)
Enemy
Dildos
Phi Alpha
the 7 dwarfs
D.P.

5 Phis
Crammers
Bulldogs
Hell in a Bucket

3-1
2-1-1
2-1
2-1
0-2·1
0-3

Magic Show
Los Gatos
Bleeding Hearts
Anal Kicks

3-0
2-1
1-2
0-3

Co-Ree Orange (T/fh)

Elaina Oden. Need anything else
be said? Well, for those of you who

Pacific's Melissa McNutt drives up field against Chico.
to stop the Lady Tigers' rush to the
top by handing them a 1-0 defeat
After the two teams battled to a
scoreless deadlock in the first half,
Chico came out firing and scored
early in the second half to register
the only points they would need.
"We seemed a little sluggish in the
second half," said Coach Carla Konet
"After they scored, we tried to play
catch-up but couldn't put together

Sac upsets the Tigers
Derrick Kau

INTRAMURALS

Sporu Editor

Last Saturday night, UOP and the
Sacramento State Hornets continued their version of the 1-5 series.
The five previous encounters between the two schools had been won
by UOP by no less than 21 points.
However, this years game had a different twist as Sac State pulled off
the biggest win of their 35-year history by beating the Tigers 30-21.
UOP coach Bob Cope said after the
game tbat «sac State <Jeserves a lot
of credit, but quite honestly we didn't
win the game for a sinlple reason -we didn't deserve to. We played
hard. but we didn't play well and
didn'tplay smart We beat ourselves."
In the first quarter with Sac State
leading 3-0, the Tigers regained the
lead on a fake punt to Mike McMaster who scampered 45 yards for a
Tiger touchdown.
Pacific then went up 14-3 when
Andrew Thomas ran in for a score.
The touchdown was set up by a 40-

Irish handle
UOP spikers
Derrick Kau
Senior Staff Writer

It was sort of a homecoming when
Elaina Oden, a two-time All American middle blocker, returned to volleyball action after missing 22 months
because of a knee injury. Her presence was felt inlmediately.
UOP posted an easy straight set
victory over No.9 San Jose State 158, 15-12, 15-5. The Tigers had
complete control of the match, outhitting the Spartans .338 to .208. Coach
John Dunning said, "Elaina had a
big effoct on the San Jose State match.
She made the match more exciting.
Everybody was happy for her."
Devin Scruggs, CEC Player of the
Game, produced eleven kills and
eight digs. Brooke Herrington had
nine kills and a .555 hitting percentage to go along with nine digs and
four service aces.
The second match of the week pitted No. 18 Notre Dame against the
Tigers. Notre Dame came into the
match with a 9-5 rocord and a victory over No. 7 Kentucky.
(see VOLLEY, page 10)

yard run by Eddie Vaughn.
The Tigers looked like they were
going to put away the Hornets for
good, but the tide changed its course
late in the second quarter when Sac
State capitalized on Tiger mistakes.
The Hornets scored 21 points in a
span of only four minutes. Pacific
quarterback Jay Frost was replaced
by Jim Sterner as Frost went down
with an ankle injury.
According to Cope, "We lost the
game in the second quarter because
we made uncharacteristic mistakes."
The mistakes he was referring to
were two Tiger turnovers that led to
two Hornet scores, a blown coverage that led to another score, and
costly penalties.
In the second half, Pacific fell behind
by 13 points after trading turnovers
with the Hornets, and allowing another Sac State field goal.
In the fourth quarter, UOP marched
50 yards in four plays with Jon Grim
capping the drive with a 24-yard run
thatcutthe Sac Stateleadto6 points.
(see FOOTBALL, page 10)

an effective attack. They played hard,
aggressive defense and kept us away
from their goal. It was a close game,
but Chico deserved to win." One
bright spot for the Lady Tigers was
senior goalkeeper Sheri Megginson,
who had 16 saves.
The Lady Tigers play their last
game of the season on Friday, Nov.
4, a home game against California

Golf hosts
tournament,
places sixth
Tom Gregory
Sports Editor

The UOP golf team hosted the
Robertson Homes Collegiate this past
week at the Woodbridge Golf and
Country Club.
Stanford beat 14 other teams with a
score of 868 in the two-day tournament. The Cardinal was down by
five strokes going into the last of the
three rounds, but managed to finish
four strokes in the lead after second
round leader Fresno State faltered.
Oregon State's Warren Vickers shot
a 208 to win first place individual
honors by a six stroke margin.
Since both rounds were played on
the same day, the players were forced
to play a grueling total of 36 holes on
Monday. After the first round, Pacific was leading the pack, but the
players tired in the second round and
ended the day ina three-way tie for
{See GOLF, page 10)

don't keep up with the times, the
two-time First Team All American
returned this week to UOP's volleyball team after an injury forced her
out of the game nearly two years
ago.
Oden became active for the San
Jose State match which UOP fittingly won. However, Oden is not at
100 percent capacity. She has been
limited to playing the back row,
something she is not used to. "It
feels different because I used to play
all ~und. I don't feel like I'm in as
much control, but it feels good to be
back." Oden has about one more
week to go before she can play on
the front line again.
Oden came to UOP in 1985 as a
newly recruited freshman, but it didn't
take people long to figure out that
she would become the pride of the
Tiger team. By theendoftheregular
season, Oden had broken Pacific kill
and percentage single season records with 547 kills, and a .380 hitting percentage. By then, Oden had
made it apparent to other teams that
she was a force to be reckoned with.
The Tigers headed to the BWC
Post-Season Tournament where Oden
continued to turn heads with a performance that earned her BWC
Tournament MVP honors.
Pacific then went on to the NCAA
Tournament loolcing very tough. With
Oden, it seemed as though anything
was possible, but could a freshman
lead a team to a national championship?
Well, Oden not only helped Pacific
win, she was also placed on the AllTournament team for her efforts.
Then, instead of saying, "Who's that
No.2 out there on the court?", fans
were saying, "Hey, that Elaina Oden
is something else!"
In 1986 Oden and the Tigers had a
repeat performance. Once again .
Pacific had reached its destination, a
second national championship. On
the year, Oden was the Wendy's
Classic MVP, the BWC Co-Player
of the Year, and on the NCAA AllTournament team for the second
consecutive year.
1bough she was only a sophomore,
Oden was touted as the strongest
collegiate player in the country.
Hawaii head coach Dave Shoji put it
best when he said, "When she wants
it, she's the best there is."
It is great to see Elaina Oden back.
on the floor again. She is a perfect
representation of an athlete.

c ·ENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Get in on the Secret...
Find Your Career with CIA
It's really no secret that the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) offers a greater
diversity of careers than almost any other
single organization. But a lot of people aren't
aware of the full range of opportunities that
exist for CIA careers. The fact Is, CIA offers
exciting and challenging careers to men and
women from almost every academic and
professional background you can think of
• Our scientists, engineers, and technicians
in every branch of science are working
hands-on with technologies beyond the
commercial state of the art.
• Individuals who majored.In humanities,
liberal arts. business admlnlstTatlon, lan·
guages, and fine arts are pursuing varied,
dynamic, and active careers with CIA.
• Computer scientists, data base specialists,
librarians, lldltors, and communications
engineers keep a pipeline of International
information flowing and devise the means
of storing It In some of the most secure
systems ever created
• Human resources specialists, logistics
engineers, psychologists, accountants,
lawyers, doctors, teachers, and many
other CIA professionals support the all
important administration of our world-wide
organization
• Other resourceful men and women - from
all kinds of backgrounds - have chosen to
take on the special challenges and
rewards of serving as operational case
officers around the wor1d engaged In the
collection of Intelligence.

But the men and women who comprise this
singular organization are as diverse as the
country we help to safegualtl. We come from
all races, creeds, and family backgrounds.
What we all have In common Is a speelal drive
and detennlnatlon that has led us to a career
where we can do something positive In the
world. Many of the jobs we do also exist outside
the CIA ...but they're not the same anywhere
else. The nature of the organization and Its
mission adds so"methlng spedal to whatever
career path you choose.

Now Can You Picture

Yourself In The CIA?
Have you got what It takes? All applicants
must be US citizens with a highly developed
sense of honesty and personal Integrity.
Because of the Important nature of CIA careers,
our application Pf:~SS requites medical and
psychiatric exams, a thorough background
Investigation and a polygraph Interview. An this
takes time, so apply earty.
Find out how your chosen career .field could be
enhanced by the special challenges and rewaltls
of a CIA career.
ATTENO OUR PRESENTATION:
Thursday, November 10

7:00pm
REO LION MOTOR INN
2001 Point Weat Way

Sacramento
Undergraduates are encouraged to llltend for
career guidance. student attire IS appropriate.

Personnel Representative
P. 0 . Box 3127
So. El Monte, CA 91733

Excitins Careers For

Exceptional Individuals

2-0
1-0
0-1
0-2

Challenger
Johnnie B Good
Grand Daiser
Jackson Guns
SW Surprize
Jammers

3-0
3-1
2-1
1-2-1
1-3
0-3-

All these unique lndMduals working
together make up the CIA. Together we
serve our special mission of keeping the
nation's top pollcymakers supplied with the
Intelligence needed for national security.
There Is no organization quite like the CIA.

The CIA Is an Equal Opportunity Employer and
encourages applications from US cltlrens of aM
races and ethnic backgrounds.
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GHOSTS

HEALTH
(continued from page 2)
When a student's needs are beyond
the resources of the health center, he
or she is referred lOa local physician
or hospital.
"The Health Center isn't just for
helping students recover to a state of
wellncss, but also to help students
treat chronic diseases," explained
Mann. For example, the staff might
help a diabetic plan his diet when he
eats in the dining hall. "We want to
teach students how to seek good
medical care," Mann said. "One
shouldn't put themselves under
someone's medical care without also
participating in it."
On the other side of the coin, the
counseling center offers both oneon-one and group counseling. The
counseling center operates under the
direction of Dr. Beth Mason.
Mosl importantly, Mann stressed
that "medical records are confiden-

tial. Information cannot be obtained
by anyone without written permission from the student."
The Health Center also offers many
general forms of information. For
example, a video explaining the
proper types and dosages of nonperscription medicines is available.
"We encourage students to come in
whenever they have questions. We
offer advice about birth control, fatigue, health improvement tips, sexuallytransmitteddiseases,and soon,"
explained Mann.
Under the Health Center's "Outreach Program," staff members give
workshops and discussion groups in
the dormitories. "Because of a nul-Sing shortage, we have been currently
unable to do it." said Mann. The
}Iealth Center plans to continue this
program in the near future.

VOLLEY
(continued from page 9)
What was expected to be a good
match turned into one with the Tigers falling in five sets 15-8, 7-15,
14-16,15-5,12-15. The Tigers won
the match statistically. outhitting
Notre Dame .307 to .228, and
outblocking them eleven to seven.
What led to the Tigers• downfall
was too many service errors in the
fifth and deciding seL
Five Tigers were in double figures
in kills, including Cathey Scotian's
25 kills. Scotian also had five blocks
and a .408 hitting percentage to earn
her CEC Player of the Game honors.
On a final note, five former UOP
players were drafted into the Major
Pro Volleyball League, four of whom
started for the Tigers last season.
The other played on the U.S. Olym·
pic squad. These players included
Terri McGrath (no. 1 pick by Portland), Dorothy Hert (no. 3 pick by

Los.Angeles),LizHert(no.l overall
selection by Portland), Mary Miller
(no. S pick by San Jose), and Jayne
Gibson McHugh (no. 2 in the first
round behind Liz Hert).
With the loss, Pacific's record fell
to 10-9. The Tigers will be facing
three teams in the top 25 •• Santa
Barbara, Cal Poly, and Hawaii.
Santa Barbara is a very prominent
team, and they play well at home.
UOP expects a great match from
them. The last encounter went to the
Tigers. Cal Poly is also very tough at
home, but the Tigers managed to
beat them last year.
Hawaii remains one of the strongest teams in the country. The defending national champs will be
visiting UOP for the second time
this season trying to repeat their
previous victory.

(Continued from page 8)
of thanksgiving because it celebrates
the sun and the warmth it provides
the Earth. In Scotland, the turnip
was used as the lantern. In America,
the pumpkin became the replacement in this transplanted custom.
The name "jack-o' -lantern" is probably derived from the use of a hollowed outturnip as a lantern. Americans have also made the carving of
grotesque and amusing faces a part
of the Halloween tradition.
Halloween is also a night of games,
as well as a time for special powers.
In the past, it was believed that the
fulure, especially in romance and
death, could be foretold. This fortune telling is still played as a popular game at modem Halloween parties.
Children may view Halloween as
"their" special holiday, but adults
also have their own type of fun.
Many adults host Halloween costume parties, masquerade banquets,
and theme dances. The tales of ghostly
hauntings in the past come alive.
Mysterious predictions herald the
future. The pagentry and excitement
of the present create an aura of frightful fun that other holidays lack.
What lurks in the crisp autumn
night air? Is thata howl? Is the eerie
shape near a gnarled tree only a
branch? Do wilches really ride lhe
night sky? Remember, Monday will
be a night for both the spirits and the
spirited -- Happy Halloween.

ARA
(continued from page 1)
theme dinners, and special dining
events. The dining directors have
"open door" policies welcoming
comments, and they eat meals in the
halls with the students. Students are
also given positions of management
within the operations.
·

PUTNAM QUEEN

ARA's proposal seems to provide
new: innovative services alops Y;)th
quahty food service. Much needed
renovation of campus restaurants will
be included in the package. Should
the contract be signed, only time
will tell whether or not they can live
up to their promises.

(Continued from page 1)
ings with dirt floors. Students got to
know the families and see the caring
and support that existed in the midst
of poverty and questioned their own
values and ideas of success and what
it actually meant to be a successful
person.
In 1973. he was one of a team that
went into Wounded Knee after the
American Indian Movement took it
over. The team, including representatives from the Justice Department,
FBI, Tribal Council Police and four
ministers went in to try to keep people
from getting killed. It was the most
potentially violent situation he has
ever been in. The day after he left,
the headquarters where the group
had been working from was blown
up. Coincidentally, Putnam was 33
that year, the same age as Jesus
when he died. The experience made
for what he calls "a tough year."
One of the things Putnam stresses
as being important in his life is his
role as a father. He feels fortunate to
have had both of his daughters attend UOP. "Having children at a
school where I serve as Chaplain is
the fulfillment ofa fantasy -- sharing
that part of their life."
In his own words "Gary Putnam is
a lifelong student who delights in
humor and experiences God where
life is lived to the fullest."

(continued from page 8)
cause she feels that it is composed of
"leaders in all different areas of
campus. Everyone is represented.
Everyone can relate to someone up
there." She feels that the Homecom •
ing Court should consist of people
portraying excellence. Not only
should they shine on Homecoming
Day, they should show pride in UOP
every day. Laura believes that any-'
one who invests time in UOP can't
help but love it here because the
more time invested, the more value
one has in the school.
Laura believes that she was selected by her sponsoring group, Delta
Delta Delta, because she has gained
respect within the house for her
campusandhouseinvolvement. She
has high ideals and looks to help
others. Her reward is not in recognition such as Homecoming Queen,
but in things like Band Frolic, where
she likes to "help everyone else shine
and then just sit back to watch."

FOOfBAI,I.~
(continued from page 9)
Cope stated that, "we had our chances
to win but we made foolish penalties
with the ball in scoring position."
The Tigers will travel Saturday to
foce the pass happy Utah State Aggies,
who are led by quarterback Brent
Snyder and wide receiver Kendal
Smith.

G.O LF
(continued from page 9)
fourth place.
Pacific coach Glen Albaugh hadt
idea why his team's perfo~
dropped off after the first ro~
"Why did we shoot worse in
second round? I honestly don't
That's just golf."
On Tuesday, the Tigers slipJICd
the standings and ended up in a
with the University of ne,raoot-R••II
for sixth place. Mitch Lowe
Brian Buzzini paced Pacific.
had a total of218 points, good
for 14th place among the ...w,vm..._.
leaders.
The Tigers will not be oornne1·i•
again until Nov. 28 when they
to Las Vegas for the ..u.,...,u,,,..
Rebel Classic. The tournament
be a two-<lay outing hosted by
and will be played at the Desert
Golf Course.

Join individuals and organizations
who are helping nearly one
million people with their tax
returns. The people being helped
are low-income, elderly,
handicapped or have difficulty
with English. The IRS will train
you. The program is called VITAVolunteer Income Tax Assistan~.
For details, call the nearest IRS
office listed m your local telephone
directory.

The Pacifican

Karen OlsenHope you had a great ??th
birthday.
(Aren't you glad that deadline was Tuesday?)

-The P'can Staff
(I sure am glad I'll be 2,500 miles away when you see this. -M.)

is now accepting applications
for the position of

Assistant
News Editor
Pick up an application from the Pacifican,
third floor Hand Hall, or call 946-2155.
Deadline for application is Monday
October 31

Cllissifieds
CRlJISE SHIP JOBS! •
Immediate Openings! Seasonal&
Career opportunities. Excellent
pay. World Travel! Call (Refundable) 1-518-459-3535 Ext.
P2975CD

Cheryl, Mike, Geoff, and Dave
BJK
Do you like the BOOM? Had a
great time there, now your turn to
come here. (Halloween!) Luv, Sue

Marketing firm seeks individual
to work qn campus marlceting aedit
cards to students. Flexible hours,
earn between $90 • $150 per day.
Calll-800-932-0528 ext. 15

GeriDrop that blow dryer and stop
flXin' your hair. (and mine!) Use
that time to take your Dry cleaning to the ASUOP ANNEX:
Anne

"ATTENTION" • HIRING!. Y o B••
C , y o B••
C , Yo B.C., Yo!
Federal government jobs in your Happy 21st!
area and overseas. Many immedi- Love you bunches!
ate openings without waiting list -Banana
or test. $15-68,000. Phone call t -- - - - - - - - - -- 1
refundable. (602) 838-8885. Ext Jenniferr--7_4_8_1 _ __ _ _ _ _-J Happy 21st Birthday! We'llceleSkis 4 Sale
brate right after we trick-or-treat!
(Priorities you know!)
Rossignol4s Equip- silver/black, Love- The Anne's
unmounted -- 190cm & FP Equip r--~----------1
-- blue/red, mounted •• 190cm. Phi Mu Alpha Music Fraternity is
$75 each/BO. 4 info call Stepha- sponsoring a men's choir open to
nie @ 944-7686.
al
t-=-- - - - - - - - - ---1 I men in the university commuFor Sale
nity. Wednesday nights at 9:00.
Instrumental Rehearsal Hall.
8~ Honda Rebel blk 25 cc., 850 r---- - - - - - - - ---1
mt. Great Condition. $650 OBO. To my Mashed Potato1J_o_
n _M_. _4 7_4_-9_9_0_8_ _ _ _ _1Thanks for a beautiful formal!
Love, Stephanie
Datsun 210, '75
$700orB/O
A- Thanks for the party. You're
19" color T.V. $50
an awsome fossil. Elsa
Call943-0917

r - -- - - - - - - --1 Drivers Wanted
WORLD PRESS
UOP's own jazz/rock band is back
and eager to perform. Call 9447322 or 957-7763

Make up to $8-10/hour.
Flexible hours!
Must be 18 years old with car and
insurance.
Contact Domino's Pizza at 952-3030
after 3:30pm

Alpha Chi Omega loves their
pledges: Tansy. Julie, Lee Kirsten
Lillian, Julie, Kym, An~ela, and
Tammy.

To all the men at the Boxer Bash:
The Ladies of Alpha Chi Omega had
a "knock- Out" of a time! 1
How about another round?

TIME WARP!
PROGRAMMERS IN THE RADIO AND TELEVISION
INDUSTR: JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND HOW TIGHT A
COLLEC:~E STUOENT'S SCHEDULE CAN BE. THEY
SCHEDULE KEY BALL GAMES AND CRITICAL SOAP
EPI~ODES RIGHT IN THE MIDDLE OF CHEM LAB THEY
AIR THE LIVE U2 CONCERT DURING A STUDY GROUP
SESSION. LUCKILY, EINSTEIN WAS RIGHT.
TIME IS RELATIVE.
· ~

15o/o OFF ALL TDK AUDIOTAPES
AND VIDEOTAPES
for a (relatively) limited time!

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
LOWER LEVEL • MCCAFFREY CENTER
OFFER EXPIRES 11/2 • NO OTHER DiSCOUNTS APPLY

